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February .Is
Black History
Month

Williams Resigns
As Program
Coordinator

By WILLIAM ST. WUIS
To commemorate Black History
Day Session Student
Government and several clubs are
sponsoring events during the month
. of February.
Some of the activities will feature
guest speakers such as: Bob Slade,

Month,

sion on black literature and a jazz
festival.
Frederika Watson, vice president
of the DSSG, and Randall Stubbs,
Black History Month committee
chairperson, proposed the idea of
another black history month com-

States his salary was
too low

<:g;::'~~;

Potter appointed new
coordinator

~-------------~

The future site of the manoal cafeteria.
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Cafeteria
Proposal
Awaits
Approval
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The Students' Voice for Over 55 Years

By GEORGIA .KONTOS
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Baruch
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Denise Potter. who prefers to be
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program. Julius Nottingham of the
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purpose is to organize and plan F b I Th
l cafet ' ; dinator I01ght manager left his pOSI- called "D.", was chosen as the new
Drug Enforcement Agency and
events that will expose Baruch
711rUbaryl . d e m.=:nuEa 2c6a et en~ tion in the student activities office: program coordinator on January
others. Other events include a
students to the African American WI. _e ocate at ' t V .
S ree "on December 30, 1988, citing "lack, 26, according to Carl Aylrnan,
fashion show, art exhibit, discusculture. The committee itself is bUlldmg~ on the fifth floor.
' f mobilit " and the low salary as ' director of student activities.
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, comprised of ten clubs.
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his main reasons for leaving, he
Potter said she was notified by
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Club, West Indian Cultural C l u b .
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upgraded to make the posinon : preferred someone with a master's
The Day Session Student
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The job has "definitely" had a: She added that she feels "largely"
conducting a survey of the
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A LACK OF
COORDINATION

Founded

in 1932

AP STYLE DENIES
BLACK -,HERITAGE

Caitlin Mollison
editor-in-chief

The departure of Ron Williams from the position of program coordinator/night manager,
brings to light an interesting problem that runs rampant throughout Baruch. Many faculty
members are actually prevented from participating in college affairs because of bureaucratic
red tape, and a great number of these faculty members want to do more to help make this
school a better place. A case in point was Williams who could frequently be seen sitting
around the Student Center playing chess. Those who knew him were aware that this was not
necessarily by choice.
The position of program coordinator seems to place the office holder in a Catch-22 situation. On the one hand, the coordinator is offered little or no motivation for performing
his/her job well as the job extends almost nothing in the way of a challenge, or promotional
opportunities. On the other hand; the only way to attain upward mobility in this situation is
to do such an extraordinary job that one cannot help but be offered a promotion or a salary
increase. Unfortunately, the opportunity for achieving anything in this position is almost nil
because as Williams, and apparently three other coordinates found out over the last five
years, they had absolutely no power to make decisions.
Obviously, the College administration has to make a choice where this job is concerned.
Either it is a legitimate position offering some possibility of advancement and decisionmaking ability, or it should be abolished altogether. The reality is that this job as it stands, is
wasting student activity fee money that could more profitably be spent elsewhere.
Good luck to Denise Potter, a popular figure in the Student Center. She may have a long
road ahead of her.
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HI might as well begin as I mean to go

on. "
- Denise Potter, the new program coordinator

next issue: Feb. 15
closing date for ad copy: Feb. 9
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managing editor

office manager

As we approach Black History Month, students at Baruch should consider carefully the
racial tensions that surround us in New York City. What with all the sensitivity inherent in
this issue, it is difficult to step back and try to reach a rational solution to racial discrimination. In fact, as time has gone on, it is now more difficult to define exactly where racial
discimination is taking place. Yet. this is exactly what we have to do, and as college students
we ought to lead the way in social integration and mutual understanding between people of
different cultural heritages. It is up to us to continue searching for a solution to the agonizing
differences and separation that still remains despite the efforts of leaders like Martin Luther
King, Jr. and John F. Kennedy.
Baruch, however, is still a microcosm of New York and the country as a whole. A full 25
percent of the clubs are racially or culturally-oriented. While the goal of some of these clubs
is indeed to share understanding of their respective heritages, for the majority the goal seems
merely to offer a haven for those of the same heritage to meet and be by themselves, with the
people and the culture they are used to. This is a problem. The whole point of college, a place
of higher learning, is to overcome and expand one's experience beyond that known at home
or in one's community.
As February passes, here are some questions each of us ought to think about in order to
better the relations between black and white:
1. Is affirmative action a form of discrimination against whites and does it strengthen or
weaken the ability of blacks to compete in the job market?
2. Why has the ownership of small, family-run businesses skipped black people almost entirely?
3. Why can't racial problems be openly discussed?
4. What can all of us do here at Baruch to create a less tense and more open atmosphere
(within our own world, at least?)
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RIGHT?·

but this . H~ . institution U
would not allow the plantecl'class to
amass mote'pOtitie8t·power···cltte· to
more memDers of the "House of ~
Representativesconling from slave
states.
".1..-"':'- ~~.~ -'X)Dl
,.."The"··UU~M~
~prom·"
ISe .-'was ali att~PtlC).keePJ~<=OD"~~

You can't use that term.
Why not?
Because It's wrong.

All good newspapers desire
.~:;,~:~.~,,;J~~.• ~~:V
to be consistent in their presenTo TIle Ecliior:
ing, .(Fans of Merrill Jensen and tation. To achieve this goal,
I am a Baruch alumnus who,
Professor Edward·Pessen would.say standards are set; for example,
there:·was·noneed;forthe CoIN:n...
while recently at Baruch,· picked up.
an issue of The Ticker in ·which a - non," 8.ndthe .COastitution it pr~ it might be determined that all
columnist made an emotive
duced. 140- not say that the elites of letters to the editor wi II' be done
ret'erencet() a provision-of theU ~S.' .that -time"were'1lS'J)tl1'e'_the driven·"· in one particular font-a cornConstitution making blacks "equal
snow; I also will not say their plete assortment of type of one
to three-fifths of a man." _
motives were COIDPletely ignoble•. It style and size-or that certai n
I debated whether to challenge
more reasonable to put more words or phrases are unaccepthis assertion, as it is sueh a part of
store in, the political acumen of table. Rather than create their
the American political mythology
these wily operators, than in my own standards, most papers
that to criticize it opens one to
own naive hindsi&ht.) That S<>D1efollow the example of the
calumnies best directed to "Bull"
one like Benjamin Franklin, the established giants such as the
Connor. It is, however, precisely
foremost American anti-slavery adNew York Times or the
because it is a part of that
vocate-of the time, would 5ubscnble
mythology that it requires
to the' compromise is best' explained Associated Press. According to
challenge.
as an attempt to keep the South in .~ the Associated Press Style
The provision beinJl referred to is
the Union. He and others evidently Book, the set of standards used
a since modified part of Article I
felt slavery would more likely be by The Ticker, the acceptable
establishing the census for the purbrought to an end if the South re-. term used to describe people of
pose of apportioning the represenmained in the Same federal polity as the Negro race is black.
tatives in C<>ngreSS and direct taxes
the North, than if it left the -Union.
This explanation was not sufamong the states. This apportionThe three-fifths compromise was
ment was to be by U... the whole an effort to deal with two partiClllar ficient. The idea that I could not
number of free persons, including
of slaveIY,' its effect .on call myself an African-American
those bound to service for a term of
reeresentation and on taxation. because it was not in a style
~
J - " , "arid
_, excl---~lndians'not
'blaCks. were'· the--orUY -ones' book was offensive. 1 argued
taxed, three-fifths of all other perdirectly affected, the provision. was
that the use of the term would
sons. •• From this, one can see that
not directed against them,
not only provide a reference to a
the criterion was the freedom, or
but was rather an attempt to
land base from wh lch our
potential freedom, of the people belimit the politiCal power that would
culture eminates but would also
ing counted, not their race. The
have accrued to the planters otherreason such, ,a provision was
wise. If the explanation '-s0UnCI5 '
. .because·it IS ··30.-"
"..
necessary ill the' first place was that . boIIow, ··that, IS
.,~ .
__the northern states in the .Federal
COnventi()n, '()f'.l787. wtreun-mjna -....l'Ier1lfOldct". ..er.....IYe-tJl. .'1IIrl
to allow the South to make persons
troduced to America.S1ava-y,
into property for certain purposes
however, was a fact· of life at that
and yet insist on having the
time, and this compromise was the
presence of slaves count towards best the North could arrange under
the appointment of representatives the circumstances.
in Congress. Put simply, the North
Sincerely,
was bard)' willing to. tolerate the
'Bdmund Unneland
presence of slavery in the South,

seems'

aspects

.while-'
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ART SHOW
To The Editor:
A picture tells a thousand
words" the old adage tells us. Unfortunately, as the exhibit on
display in the 24th Street building
of Baruch College demonstrates,
these thousand words can be words
of blind hatred.
Art is a means for people to express emotions. Works of art also
influence the emotions ofthose who
view' them. Often, artists may express within their ''products t t a certain distinct political view. If this
view is a distorted or destructive
one, people of reason must point
out the finer points of reality. If this
ucorrectingu is not done, the emotions aroused by the works of art
may color people's ideas on an issue
they shOuld see~moreetearly.
'
. The exhibit fits the description of
a distorted presentation of reality
by _artist~ ABclthus, it bep for a
reasonable response.
.Many elements of the ArabISraeli conflict are evident in: the exIlibit. To analyze aD the cIisturbiD&
misinformed aspeets of the 'exhibit
wOuld take a Dovel in itSelf. 'To l~
brief, two primary ~.'Of the .
U

Pt•••rtllkJawillbe,aamjped.
"'invwe4fJsraet is

>~

Israelis are of soldiers''oppressing"
Palestinians or of the Hasidim (an
incredibly small group) who oppose
the political' State of Israel. There
are no pictures of. 'the members or
rallies of the large Israeli' peace
movement. There are no in~ra
tions of the various forms of aid
Israel bas given to the Palestinians
in their midst to improve their situation. And there are no paintings of
the vast group of Israeli statesmen
wor king to bring peace to the
region, even some who advocate
speaking to the PLO. The only
Israelis in this exhibit are those who'
make Israel iook bact Israel is
shown to be one dimensional-bad
for Jews, bad for Palestinians. This
sha110W portrayal of Israel is not
just bankrupt, it's unfair. The exhibit also clouds the true
nature of bOth ZioniSm and the
PLO's brand of Palestinian nationalism. Zionism as a movement
is not opposed to the rights of any

=

~. ~~:ngis~}

=

Pa1esdBiaas. The cnJde paintiDg of
a Jewish star piercing the eye of a
"Palestinian WOIl'I8ft;--that tellS· 'tIS"
nothiDa truthful about that ~
0{ the star, .-" that ~ artist feels
dle'J~ serve:0D1y to hurt his pe0ple throuah their use of Zionfsm.
~Js~

biIOUY.

_artist

Also. beJODd tile colors and··f'Ius'·.

or tbe PLO,'.
.

ipons·thC..

-.tiJns-of··dIe'P1D1.··iet,OF.·~ .

atKI .. ~.. "':jIJ~"~'~""t=eI~ •.·

mi• •Ii.... :11Ie'oaIy ~··of

..

while former President Ronald
Reagan may refer to himself as
an Irtsh-American but the term
European-American would be
inappropriate. As my colleague
unnecessari Iy reminded me,
"Africa is not a country but a
continent."
What surprised me in this
issue was that my colleagues
could not understand why a
term that to
embodied unity
and a return to my African
cultural heritage was so impor-

me

The term AfricanAmerican embodies a
spirit of unity which hopefully can mitigate the
tension that exists between
black Americans and West Indians.
On another occasion when

tant to me. The following incident helped me to understand
why they couldn't understand.

the argument resurfaced, I was
told that the term was incorrect
because the prefix African referWhile some may feel that this
red to a continent rather than an
individual country. For example, is a formidable argument, it is a
Governor ~ario Cuomo may call
(Continued on Page A5)
himself an ttauan-Arnertcan

. ..

.. .

ANTI -SEMITIC

serve as a unifying force for the
African diaspora.
The term African-American,
as I understand it, simply refers
to a person of African descent
who lives in the American
hemisphere. Therefore, I, a
West Indian who emigrated to
this country, am an AfricanAmerican. Thus, the term embodies a spirit of unity which
hopefully can mitigate the tension that exists between black
Americans and West Indians.
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REAGAN ERA - SHORT OF GLORY
B8S tlons In areas where they feel
By RANDEL STEVEN STU
. they are YfdJms of preJudfce. .
The Reagan Revolution has
The Intamous tax cut for the
finally corne to a close. Reagan upper tier of American ~
has accomplished much during in 1982 did not benefit any midhis two terms yet his Presiden- . dte to tow income citizens. The
cy fell short of glorY in many Reagan Administration envi.
regards.
sioned that the reduction would
Ronaid Reagan had the abUj. kindle the economy with addtty to bring an insurmountable tionaJ money, leading the way
level of prestige to his office, to steady growth in the national
which was probably only match- market. According to David A.
ed by that of the late John F. Stockman, author of The
Kennedy. However, President Triumph of Politics, the sudden
Kennedy had an unusual corn- decrease in revenues would
mand of. the office and the have then been supplemented
issues of his time unlike Ronald with cuts in several social pre>
Reagan. In the book, Presiden- gram.
tlsl Powers, Robert Neustadt
However, this assumpti~
said that prestige is measured was inaccurate. The governby how responsively the ment cut taxes and then inAmerican people elect a par- creased spending. America
ttcular president. Neustadt . went from a creditor n8tionto ..
goes on to say that central to debtor nation In eight shortthis prestige is persuasion and years. As a debtor nation\. .It'.
persuasIOn is power. Reagan highly unlikely that more SQCfaI
definitely Bad the power of per- programs wHl be cr
".:,:.suaston. ,
Under scrutiny; If
......
Reagan has 'been criticized why many blacks 'eel ~
for hjs civil rights record and for mlssed.he Reagtln R8voIutIOiJ,
why som8bl8CkS '(eel they mlSi':' Jighfwlli 'tIlUinin1iitlii'iiiiif;fe'

«t the Reag~ ~ution. The,- eut.·In·tbe ...mln~";~",
, anawetShe tias given display programs ~.·~;tbe,:::JW:·"""'·
hoy"·'f.,.. r8m0vedthe ~. 'yeara:·IA·~~-~";:ftw~
. .~

president was from the Issue.
Admfnlst,atlon·to-, <.J.......
Some. time ago. Reagan ~Cfthe~~:
mlatakenl, t~t a black the· .~_ .~::~.'~:'.
cabinet member waa>,.aetuatly 'atateltwauld--''' . .
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the mayor of • citY Iid'not. a ecL11Ml.~."""t~,/~~,,:
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ANONYMOUS

2 BLACK...
(Continued from Page A3)

By MICHAEL GARBER

II
Students, your assignment today is
to learn how to use the Smith Corona
XL 2500 typewriter.
Ooops, don't get too settled in your
seats. The XL 2500 isn't a very difficult
study.
In fact, unlike most electronic typewriters, it's a downright snap to pick up.
The Spell-Right" 50,000 word electronic dictionary adds new meaning to
the word "simple:'
WordEraser· erases entire words at
-a single touch.
WordFind~ fmds your mistakes before
anyone else can.
The XL 2500 even makes correcting
mistakes as easy as making them.
With the Smith Corona Correcting
Cassette, you simply pop
in your correction tape.
There are no spools
to unwind ... no complicated threading
. . . no tangles.

Of course, we've also added lots .
of other fine features to the XL 2500.
There's full line correction, Auto
Half-Space, Auto Center, even our Right
Ribbon System; which automatically
prevents you from using the wrong
combination of ribbon and correcting
cassette.
Oh, one more feature we forgot to
mention- the price. You'll be happy to
hear that the XL 2500 is surprisingly
affordable.
So you see, the XL 2500
won't
. just make your writing

There was a time, not long
ago, when racing up and down
stairs was a fun thing to do. Effortlessly, I'd run up the stairs
to my house, and then up to the
bedroom or down to the basement. Even after moving to an
apartment I would still find it
amusi ng to jog up four flights of
stairs. Of course, I always did
have to ask myself, "Why can't
those lazy people just walk
down from the second floor, instead of hogging the elevator?"
Then came Baruch: The experience can happen in any of
the buildings, 18th Street, 23rd
Street and, of course, 26th
Street. I mean, how was I to
know the secrets of elevator
jumping. Did you know that your
chances of gett ing down to
earth are better from the 17th
floor of an upward going car
than from the 20th floor of a
downward going one. We all
know the car that has reached
the 20th floor going down, is
already packed with people
from floors 17, 18 and 19. (Hey,
where was I supposed to go,
just yell. Geronimo and jump
out the window?)
Then, like out of a Grade B
horror movie, I hear the stairs

calling for me. Nobody notices
when you get sucked into the
stairs, you just know there's no
turning back. Downward, I start
spiraling towards the bottom.
At first I have my options, I can
le.ave here and try the
mechanica1 beast, but it is too
late; the dreaded no reentry
signs are upon me. Disillusioned and weary, I continue the
final descent to reach the main
floor.

"Why can't
those lazy
people just
walk again

from the
second floor.. . "
Can you see the Iight? Run to
the light! I do, I run to the light I
am here bursting through the
door of the lobby. I am refreshed, no anxiety, no frustration,
only accomplishment. Now,
down in the lobby of 18th or
26th Street I ask myself, "Where
is the bathroom?" I have to go
back up. What! You're crazy. I'lt
wait·'tiILlget home.

weak one for the term AsianAmerican is already accepted.
But I wish I were like Cuomo
and Reagan and could point to
a country on the map and say
that this is the home of my
ancestors, instead of claiming
the entire continent. The, fact
t
that I am a descendant of a people who were forcibly uprooted
from their homeland which they
were then forced to forget
prevents me from doing this.
1 Everyone can't emulate Alex
; Haley and spend 20 years
and tens of thousands of
dollars to find their roots. Heck,
I'm having enough problems
just paying tuition and buying
my books.
In an effort to determine how.
many Baruch students died during World War II, my editor
decided to use the yearbooks of .
that period to see if they contained records of those killed in
action. As I was' in the library at
i
! the time, we sat together. While
i she told me about her project, I
flipped through the yearbooks
i
i and was struck by the absence
! of African-Americans.
I didn't see any black faces in
' any of the student organizations. Women seemed to be well
represented in the leadership
oriented organizations such as
The Ticker and student gover~t
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UPS has part time positions available in Brooklyn. -s;.~~
~~:
\'~
Queens and Lynbrook for Package Loaders! .' ';::'7> , .• ~
r'
Unloaders. We will give you all the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -...-~
training you need to become a member of t~ UPS team.
While going to school you can work part time
on our morning shift. To help you cope With the
high cost of college we'll pay you up to $9 per hour and
company paid benefits. We Will also pay
you $4.000 towards your education costs ($2.000
. per semester).
Our valuable training will give you the
experience needed to rneve into a supervisory
position before you even graduate. T~.n you could
devote your full talents towards a thrivinq
United Parcel Service
career with UPS.
To find out more about the opportunities
An Equdl Oppor turutv Erl1ploy~'f
available to you at UPS...
i

.

,

•

c-'

For more information on this product. write to Smith Corona Corporation. 65 Locust Avenue. New Canaan. CT 06840 or
Smith Corona (Canada Ltd.), 4040 Tapscott Road, Scarborough. Ontario. Canada MIS lY4.

ment, but their presence might
have been inflated as a result of
the war. Aware of the silly
perception, held by many, that
blacks are physically superior
to whites,. -recall Jimmy the
,(Continued from PQge A3)
Greek's big thigh and special
breeding theories - I checked
the athletic teams; there were d\li~1I manY o(tbem,wQJIlen and
. small ctilldren.: whose .Onij
is
no blacks. While I realize that
IiYingin Israel. The .omission here
segregation was an unfortunate
by the artist is Obvious and 'again,
reality, it was hard to accept an
quite misleading tosay"fhe least.·
all white basketball team at
..·.Needtess:m5aJ.,::~:is:a:IOt' at
Baruch (then called City Col- stake in·theArab--lsraeli contlict.
tege).
··~:~':IieIcIed~
However, all the graduating . towards a genuine willingness .to
neaotiate a settlement. What is
classes that I examined had at bam:'lful js·yetanother··public .show';
least two or three blacks, all of ing designed to distort the realities
whom were in a club called the or thesituatioll. Sadly, the exhibit is
Carver Society. Unfortunately, suCh a distortion.
the all white yearbook staff
Sincerely,
didn't bother to take a picture of
Hilld
this club so I have no idea what
.Jewish Council
it was about.
Tbe.F1ame
The present situation is one
YIddish Society
'
where I continue to use the term ·Labav
African-American in my articles
and she continues to cross it
out replacing it with AfroAmerican. No exceptions will be
made to the aforementioned
Associated Press Stvle Book
rule. While I have been losing
battles, I will eventually win the
war now that Jesse Jackson
has embarked on an internat ional campaign to promote the
use of the term AfricanAmerican. Even The New York
Times has endorsed its use. Until then, whenever one sees the
term Afro-American in any of my
articles, understand that it is
there under protest.

APPLY IN PERSON ON MONDAYS 8PM-10PM AT
U.P.S. EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
46-05 56TH ROAD. MAS~ETH. NY 11378
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Probably not Great grades alone may
not be enough to impress the grad
school of your choice
Scores playa part And that's how
Stanley H, Kaplan can help.
The Kaplan course teaches test-taking
techniques. reviews course subjects. and
Increases the odds that you'll do the best
you can do
So If you've been out of school for a
while and need a refresher. or even if
you're fresh out of college. do what over 1
million students have done. Take Kaplan.
Why take a chance with your career?
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A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

Classes start soon
Call, now to enroll
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And, of course. you '\I enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
The onh requirements for priv: leged travel: you
must he a Cardmemher, you must be a full-time student. and you must charge your Xorthwes Airlines
tickets with the Card."
Getting tile Card is easier than ever because now
you can apply by phone. Just call 1-800-942-A\lEX.
\\e'll take your application and begin to process it
right away. \\hat's more, with our Automatic
Approval offers,

Express Card
becau-e now vou
call take advantage
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, of new travel
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BLACK HISTORY MOl
T,!esday~
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Tuesday, Feb. 21

Fep. 7

People Issues and the' Drug War
A lecture by Julius N. Nottingham, Recruiter for the Drug Enforcement Administration.
12:45 p.m. Faculty Lounge, Rrn. 522, 155 E. 24 Street.

The Development and Significance of Black Literature
A lecture by Dr. Addisson Gayle. professor of English at Baruch College.
12:45 p.m. Oak Lounge, Student Center, 2nd Floor, 137 E. 22 Street.

Black Military and Cultural Patterns in the Sea Islands
A lecture by J. Herman Blake and Eugene M. Lang, visiting professor of social change at
Swarthmore College.
5 p.m. Oak and Marble Lounge, Student Center ~ 2nd Floor, 137 E. 22 Street

Wednesday, Feb ..8
The Business of Black Radio
A lecture by Bob Slade, a radio personality on 98.7 KissFM.
5 p.rn. Oak and Marble Lounge, Student Center 2nd Floor, 137 E. 22 Street.

...

Wednesday, Feb. 22
A Historical Analysis of Voodoo
A lecture by Mr. Flank. a researcher of African religions.
6 p.m. Globus Lounge, 17 Floor, 360 Park Avenue So.

Thursday, Feb. 9
Poetry of an African Past
Selected readings of Poetry by members of Club Caricom.
12:45 p.m., Student Center, Rm. 523, 137 E. 22 Street.

Origins of African Religions
A lecture by Okey Anynegnurnan, a practicer of African religions.
7 p.rn , Globus Lounge, 17 Floor, 360 Park Avenue So.

The Role of the Mass Media in the Black Community
A lecture by Gil Noble, producer of "Like it is."
=' p. rn . Oak and Marble lounge, Student Center 2nd Floor, 13 7 E. 22 Street.

Pan-Africanism a Reappraisal
A lecture by Dr. John Henri Clark. Professor Emeritus, Hunter College.

Thursday, Feb. 23
Highlights of Jazz and Blues
Musicians performing: Serious Business and Chic ken Wings.
6 p.rn. Auditorium. 17 Lexington Ave.

-; p.rn. Faculty Lounge. Rm. 522. 155 E. 24 Street.

Wednesday, Feb. 15
Africa~s

Contributions Towards World Civilization

A lecture by Dr.Tvan Van Sertima. editor of the Journal of African Civilization.
tJ p.m. Faculty Lounge. Rm. 522, 155 E. 24 St reer .

Monday, Feb. 27
The Gift of Music
Conswello Morehouse "v ill be the performing musician with special guests: Spike Lee, a filrr'
producer. and Mil! Hintion , jazz musician among other guests.
~ p.rn. Oak and Marb lc T 'tinge. Student Center. 2nd Floor. 13"7 E~ 22 Street.

.

Tuesday, Feb. 28

Thursday, Feb. 16
Discoveries with the African Dispora
:\ panel discussion by member" of the Black and Hispanic Caucus.
12 :45 p.rn , 155j~111 E. IR SIred.

HISTORY

act uallv :>_()~ Il~ to wor k out III I he
ideal way we would want it to be,"

(Continued From Front Page)
sent to politicians such as David
Di nk ins, Mayor Ed Koch and professors at New Yor k colleges.
Black History Month evolved in
the ear I y 2 Ot h c e n t u r y . It s
predecessor was Negro History
week, a concept conceived by
Carter G. Woodson, according (0
Stubbs. While Baruch has
celebrated Black History month in
the past this marks the second ,ear
it has been an organized and struc.ured series of events.
Stubbs would like to see a big turnout this year: "We would like to
see the whole Baruch community
come out and enjoy it so maybe we
can erase some of the fears we have
about each other, learn about each
other, make it a learning and educational forum," he said.
--

he added.
Aaron said the vendors have (0
feel that t hey will make money and
net profit. before they make up
prices for a menu. ":'\io one's going
to come in here wit ho ut reading the
proposal. v isiting the facility, looking. at the backroom , assessing what
kind of capital investment they will
have to make." Aaron added.

,

--

Canteen Corp. was the vending
cornpanv supplying [he various
machines throughout the Baruch
carnpu- with candy and chocolate
bars. Cooper said. that Canteen's
contract has expired. When spoiled
candy bars were found in the vendi ng mach ines , Gar lo c k said,
"Canteen responded at that time
and they told me that their policy is
to check all machines for product
freshness on 'a weekly basis."

Cooper said. "I've never seen a
spoiled candy bar. I saw your ricture, but since they didn't bring. it to
(Continued From Front POJ!eJ
the proper people I really can't
L'lJ [he selection process, .. After (t he '
comment on it."
HFPI is approved we have to send
Garlock added. "1 f unacceptable
ou I t he request for proposal to promerchandise is found in any
spect ivc vendors. After that we go
machine on campus. I would like to
ovcr the vendors. what they send
be ·notified. so that I can personally
U". and we choose one. We have to I
deliver
t he spoiled product to the
make field trips to where they su~p
i
vendor. If I don't present
Iv stuff."
somet hing 10 t hem a nd say here it
. 'There's no guarantee by the
is, then it's a picture in a paper."
way that whatever is put on paper is

'POTTER

February 21 February 23
February 27 March 2
March 6 March 9

Cultural Night

Help Baruch---=-Make MoneyHave Fun Win Prizes

Program includes a fashion show, music and dramatization.
() p.T11. Auditorium, 1"7 Lexington :~\e.

Work at least eight nights
and earn $4.00/hour
To pick your nights, call Terence Rowland, 505-5891.

Baruch: Doing Great, Getting Better
.

. .
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The Career Placement Office is
holding two symposia during
February. The first, Careers In
Management, will be held on
February 9 in the Faculty Lounge
between 12:45-2 p.m. The speakers
are James Morrison, Senior V.P. at
Global Securities Chemical Bank;
John PenhaJe V.P. Manager of
Custody Dept. at the Bank of
Tokyo Trust Co. and Ilona
Rosenberg, Staff Recruiter at
Bankers Trust.

/

We Need Photographers
hit
bard
Vias
by this alien menace

The second, Careers in Finance,
will be held on February 16 in room
1200 at 360 Park Ave. So. between
12:45-2 p.m. The speakers are
Patricia Olmstead, V.P. at Drexell,
Burnham & Lambert, and Patricia
Logan, Superintendent of the Bond
Dept at Aetna.

If you have a talent for using
the "Little Black Box"
Come. to Rm 301 F·
StUdent Center
or call 725-7622

Free
Tutoring

For more Info

The Office c f Evening &
Graduate Student&TVices. in conjunction with Baruch Tutorial Services, offers tutoring in entry level
accounting courses Mon
v
through Thursday evenings from b'8:30 p.m. Call 725-3385 after 4:30
p.m. to make an appointment.
Tutoring is held on the 5th floor of
360 Park Ave. So.

JlRT IIRVED
CLASS RINGS

Baruch Art
Gallery

"0(.,,:.

.~,

This is prime time for
choosing ArtCarved.
Because now - and only
now - can you get savings
like these on the finest
college ring. Every gold
ArtCarved style is on sale
- from 10K... to 14K. .. to
18K. the truly elite choice.
~ote

,

the date. time and

place for this special sale.
'le'U see you there!
The Qua/it;:

Tbe Craftsmanship.
The Reward }t)u Deserve.

The Day Session Student
Government has started a free legal
counseling program. Students with
legal problems C3.n make appointments every Tuesday from 2 to 4
p.rn. in Room 4J9, 137 E. 22nd
S1. For more information, call
725-3377.

Freshman
Orientation
Seminars

....

I.

Free Legal
Counseling

The Baruch College Art Gallery
is presenting a rare show of
"Bradley
Walker
Tomlin
(1899-1953) Paintings." The exhibit
will be shown from January 30
-March 3 at the Baruch College
Gallery located at 135 E. 22nd St.
For more information call
505-2192.

Feb. 6, 7, 8th

10-6:45 p.m.
TIme

Bookstore (Monday>
26th St~ 5th FI. Caf. (lues" Wed.)

Transfer student workshops will
begin on Thursday, February If
and will continue each week on
Thursdays during club hours
throughout the semester. The topic
of the first workshop is Transfer
Credit Evaluation. Workshops will
be held in room 1750, 360 Park
Ave. So. between 1-2 p.m. and
5-6:30 p.m. Please look forward for
more information in The Ticker.

-Clara Hale (Mother Hale) and
her daughter, Dr. Lorraine Hale,
founded Hale House Center 'to provide a home for children. born addicted to drugs and born H IV
positive. Providing health care and
a loving environment until these
children can be reunited with their
_p~r~nts _~Ie' _tJ!~ . ..e.r:iJ!l~ry &Qals of
Mother and Dr. Hale..
Baruch College students, faculty
and staff are organizing to establish
innovative and creative progams to
honor Mother Hale and assist her
with her work. Success, depends
upon your involvement. We need
you. For more information call
Dean Ron Aaron (725-3347) or Professo. Ed Tucker (725-4618).

Daycare
Center
Meeting

Place
Deposit Required

=-

~

Freshman Orientation Seminars
will begin on Monday t February 6
in room 1750 A & B, 3lJO Park Ave.

So. All Freshman are required to attend.

Aids
Lecture
Series

A parenting center meeting will
take place on Feb. 10. .n Rm. 302 of
the Student Center building, which
is located at 137 E. 22 Street. The
Discussion/Workshop Topic:
Babysitting Co-or. For more details
contact Debra Bick-Duggan at
725-3057.

The Baruch College Lecture Services is having three lect ures on
understanding AIDS. The first is
called "The HIV Virus and it's cell
biology in the T cell. The lecture
will be held on February 23 from 1
p.m. - 2:30 p.rn., 17 Lexington
Ave., in Rm. 4 South.

I-~'-

--

WILLIAMS
(Continued From Front Page)

t
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i
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policies," he said.
Presently the salary paid to the
program coordinator is part of the
Student Center Program Board's
budget, which comes from student
activity fees, said Williams. Despite
the increase in the activity fee last
year from $37.50 to 550.00, there
was no change in his salary, he said.

: Williams was making $26,000
! after working almost two years as
program coordinator, according to
Carl Aylman, director of student
! activities. The starting salary for the
; position is approximately $23,500,
I
III

Asbestos removal was delayed
becuase they "wanted to use the
The removal of asbestos from pool for the fall semester," said
mechanical equipment, located in Zatorski and the removal will
the basement of 17 Lexington Ave., "definitely" be completed before
is expected to be completed before school starts this spring semester.
classes begi n, accordi ng to It's a "routine project," Zatorski
Alphonse T. Zatorski, associate added.
This removal project is a small
director of campus planning and
part
of a large renovation and
facilities.
The equipmen t undergoing removal project now completed at
removal is used to service the swim- Baruch. There will be no further
ming pool, said Zatorski, and the renovations at this time due to
temperature of these pipes was "notification from the City University of New York and Albany on the
previously too hot to work on.
The asbestos removal is a "small present budget freeze," according
piece that was left from the original to Zatorski.
Previous asbestos removal took
contract," said Zatorski, and is a
place during the fall semester of
"relatively short procedure."
Access to the pool will be possib le 1988 in the science labs at 17 Lexwhen classes begin. They are "look- ington Ave., and "All the work
ing to use it this spring semester, " they were contracted to do is finished," he said.
Zatorski stated.
- - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - ._--By BARBARA MEISSNER

I

Transfer
Student
Workshops

A steering committee is being
formed to organize a series of college wide programs to raise funds
for babies with AIDS. Student
Government leaders, faculty and
staff have been meeting to outline
projects. If you are interested in
directing or assisting with the programs come to the meeting .on
February 9, 1:00 p.m., Room 1704
(Globus Room) 360 Park Ave. So.

The National Women's Political
Caucus of New York State is sponsoring The Young Women's
Leadership Training Project, on
Saturday, February 4, 1989 from 10
a.m. - 4 p.m. at Hunter College,
room su West.

,

Aris Isotoner Inc. will distribute
10,(X)() paris of new knit gloves to
New York's homeless through ir's
"Helping Hands" Program during
January. New Yorkers can also
send in their, single gloves to:
"Helping Hands" Power 95, 1330
Ave. of the Americans 9th floor
New York, N.Y. 10019. For mor~
information please contact Robin
Zucker (212) 242-5405.

Aids
Committee
Meeting

Women's
Leadership
Project

Contractors
Remove
More
Asbestos

Gloves For
Homeless

Free Coffee
Free coffee is now served on the.
13th floor at III 18tt, SL
every
evening after 5 p.m. This is a new
service provided by the evening &
graduate student government.
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said Avlrnan.
One possibility that could increase the positions salary is to have '
the funds for the position come
directly form the state as a Higher
Education Officer line (HEO). instead of from activity fees.

CAFETERIA
(Continued From Fran' Page)

According to Johnson, "If the
college was willing to give us a line
for that I think that would be
great," but he also mentioned the ,
current budget crisis. However, "I '
think that's a reasonable sugges- '
tion," he said.
Williams said, he is now working
at New York Technical College
where he is coordinator of st udent
activities.
There were 12 resumes submitted
in response to an ad placed in the
New York Times. said Duggan.
Because the school year begi ns in
September "This is not a good time
of year to fill that kind of job. Most
people are on contract, from year
to year:' she said, ·'if the job was
open in the summertime we would
probably have 100 applications."
A committee, comprised of Carl
Aylman, director of student activities, Duggan, and four students,
one from Day Session Student
Government and three from "the
SCPB, reviewed the applications,
and have narrowed the field down
to three candidates. according to
Duggan.
Each of the candidates is being
reviewed by Johnson, "I'm in the
position of having to make artificial
distinctions among three reasonably
qualified people:' said Johnson,
and "tbe search committee seems to
think they are all equally

uualified.
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Employee Benefits on the Rise••••••••
January 30, 1989._~

By JOHN C. TSE

.~

-

According to The Handbook of
Employee Benefits. by Jerry S.
Rosenbloom, . "No longer can
employee benefits be considered 'fringe benefits' but must be viewed as
an integral and extremely important
component of an individual's financial security. The most recent
United States Chamber of Co~
rnerce study on employee benefits in
the United States indicates that on
average they account for 40 percent
of a worker's. total compensation.
hi light of the ever-increasing importance of benefit plans, those
dealing with them must be wellversed in the objectives, design,
costing, funding, implementation
and administration of such plans."
Rosenbloom and G. Victor
Hallman tell us in their book
Employee Benefit Planning, that we .
must discuss the changes in
employee benefits, before we look
at the origin of it in the United
States. The origin of the employee
benefits takes us back to 1794,
when the first recorded profitsharing plan was established by
Albert Gallatin in his glasswork
business in Pennsylvania. The first
private pension plan was instituted
in the United States by the
American Express Company in

~~The

Calling cards. What are they?
The", are credit cards for local and

distance calls,
The three major telecommunications companies that issue calling
cards for their telephone services
are AT&T, !VIC I Communications
and US Sprint.
long

The calling cards provide a great
deal of convenience for the user
who is traveling or out of change
for a telephone call. In choosing a
calling card, we should look at the
cost as well as the service being provided. As business executives or
educated consumers, we must shop
for the best deal around. We will
have to take into account, the
reliability of the telecommunications company and the availability
of the company's customer service
to assist us in the need of their help.
The chart will provide a
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LESS9NS IN .MARKETING
COM:MU.NICATIONS
By LINDA ZUECH·
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The employee benefit plans continued to grow over the periods
after the war as employers saw the
benefits of having employee
benefits. The employers saw that
these benefit plans provided them

.

.. . ,dtCreasing-,on'an atter:1;li .,.,

There are some general economic
and demographic factors that have
fostered the growth of employee
benefit plans. Rosenbloom states,
"Some of the more significant factors include the following: rising living standards and economic expectations, higher educational levels,
population growth, the industrialization and urbanization of
our society, generally higher incomes, tax rates that are high
enough to cause many employers

evolution of
society has also caused
the change of the
needs of the employees
i from their benefit
I plans. "
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and many employees to seek t3Xfavored forms of compensation,
rising demand for and cost of
medical care and increasing longevi- has changed the need of family
ty (and the demographic composi- coverage for health insurance.
tion) of the working population."
Employers are offering more freThe evolution of society has also quently to the employee, the seleccaused the change of the needs of tion of employee benefit that they
.."....
.....
the employees from their benefit want for themselves. This action by
·.It 11-.4- ,....loaIaIIaa.....
plans. The emergence of the dual- the companies of today has provid, '"'">:;..
worker family has created the need edemployees with more flexibility
. \ ..
....... ..
. for child care as an employee in the employees choice for
benefit. The rapid advancement of benefits. The chart above will protechnologies has also created a need vide a comparison of the lifestyles
for continued education for all and family patterns for the tradiemployees. Job security has become tional post-World .War II Expecta..
as an important issue as an tions and the Reality of the 1980s.
•
The chart above has provided the
employee benefit as mergers and
business failures become more ram- current and future needs of
::.,',.,
pant. Americans are marrying later employees and a look at the old
in life and expect to bear less offspr- needs of the employees.
Salisbury says the employees are
ings. This change from tradition
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ALL IS NOT- AS IT SEEMS

of the

with extra power in obtaining the

CALLING CARD COSTS

ATAT

ortgin

employee benefits
takes us back to
1974. "

The Cost of Calling
Card Dialing
general idea of the cost of using a
calling card. ·The chart will allow a
comparison of the cost of using the
calling card, customer service rating
and the cost of using the calling
card with operator assistance or
calling from a rotary telephone.
information for the calling card
costs were provided by the
Customer Service Representatives
of AT&T, Mel Communications
and US Sprint. The customer service representatives were used for
the basis of the customer service
rating on the "Customer Sen-ice
Ratings" chart. Similar calls
were addressed to the representatives on the services that their
firms provided. The rating is based
on the following: the knowledge of
the customer service representative,
the waiting time to reach a customer
representative and the helfulness
and courtesy of the representative.

"Beneiit plans provid·ed· them with extra
power. "

the strengthening of labor unions
during the war era. The Wagner Act
(National Labor Relations Act of
1935) gave backing and protection
to unions at the bargaining tables
with management.
Francis M. Wistert says in his
book, Fringe Benefits that the
federal war time tax structures were
prepared to take excessive profits
and they recognized contributions
by the corporations to health and

1875. In 1921, the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company issued the
first group annuity contracts. The
Montgomery Ward. Company conceived of group life and accident insurance for its employees in 1910.
The Montgomery Ward Company
was also the first company to adopt
group accident and sickness policy
underwritten by the London
Guarantee and Accident Company.
In 1911, the Equitable Life
Assurance Society of the United
States issued to the Pantasote
Leather Company, the first group
life insurance policy.
Employee benefits have changed
since the inception of the profitsharing plan of Albert Gallati n in
the 1790's. Employee benefits are
non-wage labor cost. Many fringe
benefits are offered to employees of
today's business world. Looking at
the past of employee benefits, we
see that basic benefits were offered
in some form by a few companies
even before the 19005. Most of
these employee benefits were
discontinued in the early 19305 due
to the economic conditions of that
time. The benefits were soon
reinstated and expanded during·
World War II, primarily due to the
federal war time tax structures and
------
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facing security needs that are
changing. The employees traditionally wanted job security,
coverage of high medical care expenses and replacement of income
lost due to death of income providers, disability, retirement and
unemployment. Present and future
needs of the employees will be for
child care, education to maintain
employment due to the changes in
technology, finding the means to
achieve horneownership, selffulfillment and to maintaining the
current standard of living.

-s-Layout by Kmt C. Eng

streets of Atlanta. They were firing people out of cannons and they had
dancing elephants who were dancing around on their hind feet on the
streets of Atlanta. They created this environment which the media found irresistable. It was on network television. Everyone knew it was being done
to basically hype the introduction of a new, reformulated Coca-cola. But,
because of the Sensational nature of the visual images, it was irresistable to
certain kinds of media, most particularly television, which are always looking for things which will draw the audience to the tube, almost mindlessly.
They don't know what they're looking at, but what they're looking at is exciting."
Secunda has a keen interest in the relationship between the media and the
area of marketing known as promoticn, for he has been involved on both
sides of the relationship. He began his career in the media world, as a
newspaper reporter in the U.S. and in Europe. He then went over to the
"other side" by becoming an advertising and promotion manager for
several motion picture studios in addition to Broadway. He then worked at
J. Walter Thompson Co. for 15 years, attaining the level of Senior Vice
President and founding their Entertainment division. He also worked with
N. W. Ayer also as a Senior Vice-President. He was president of his own
agency Barnum Secunda Associates, a marketing communications agency.
He then joined the N.Y.U. faculty at the Graduate School of Business.
Currently a professor here, he just completed his doctorate at N.Y.U. He
also consults with his own consulting firm and is a contributing writer for
New York magazine.
On the media, Secunda maintains "there is no such thing as a balanced,
objective press. U One of the things he tries to teach all his. students is that
nothing is as it seems and that the media can be influenced. The lesson he
tries to pass on to his students was taught him very early on.
"I was a student journalist at N.Y.V. at the time. I was asked to cover a
demonstration in front of the Russian Embassy. I was standing there,
covering the story along with all of the other seasoned journalists. The protesters were really ripping up the streets. At the time it seemed to be violent,
they (the protesters) were pressing against police barricades and screaming
See "Allis Not as It Seems" on Page B4

By ANNE SCHWIMMER
On the corner of 23rd Street and
Asser Levy Place stands the aging,
fire-scarred, and some say haunted,
Asser Levy Bathhouse. After a long
and difficult struggle, community
members and the Parks Commission of New York City have finally
succeeded in getting the funds to
rebuild the Roman Revival hindmark building that was once the
social cen terpiece of the
neighborhood .
"It's a work of art. It really is,"
says. Ivy Morrison, press officer for
the Dept. of Parks and Recreation.
The bathhouse was originally built
in 1906 due mainly to the efforts of
Dr. Simon Baruch, father of Bernard M. Baruch. He wanted more
people to wash in the interest of
public health. Scepticism ran rampant in those days however. In the
words of one of New York's
mayors, "The people won't
bathe. " With his idea labeled "a
dream," "a chimera" and "a utopian plan," Baruch f.ought. on,
arguing that "money spent for
public baths, where people can go
and get clean, win do more toward
raising the standard of health and
morality than a much larger sum
spent in any other way."
In the end Baruch won his battle
for tile baths, but today a new battle has been fought and won. Abus-

ed by decay and vandalism, the giant lever which started the
Asser Levy Bathhouse. is to be jackhammers drilling, according to
renovated over a period of two Morrison. In the party following,
years using $8 million of public tribute was paid to Asset Levy, the
first Jewish citizen to settle in New
funds, according to Morrison.
York, and to his heritage.
"It has been. the number one
The celebration was held in the
priority of Community Board Six
for the past 10 years," says Martha deep end of the bathhouse's indoor
Bernard, chairperson and founder pool. The guests swam in donated
of Friends of Asser Levy Swimming chopped liver and celery soda. while
Pool. "They· had closed down the bopping to the beat of a klezmer
indoor pool," she explains. "It was band performing, Jewish and East
a wasted facility in the European tunes.
community." With the last swimmThe restoration will include the
ing pool gene, Bernard and other rebuilding and creation of one inconcerned community members door swimming pool, one outdoOr
began to lobby for the bathhouse's swimming pool and a wading pooI-.
repair.
also outdoors, said Morrison. The
"We began writing letters," she pools will be handicapped acceSsible, Also planned is the restoration
says. "We worked hard trying to influence the Mayor and the Board of of the building's lobby where
Estimate." The combined efforts of pilaster columns and a floorootothe community board and: the ceiling sJass ~~ ... wiD .~JI~I~ .
private group have finally proven and the marble floor replaced with
effective, but not without the help oak-trimmed' red panite. A lie"
of certain public officials. Bernard senior citizen exercise room will be
- - _. .
~I rooms..
said that City Councilwoman Carol adele<! , as weD as ne-wl-tp~
Greitzer had stayed up all night on . The heating and ventilation systems
will also be revamped.
one occasion to aid the cause.
As for the community, they are The groundbreakirig ceremony
was held on November 30, 1988 wistfully looking forward -to a
when Mayor Koch, Parks Commis- future of relaxing swims. uI bQpe
sioner Henry Stem, Manhattan and wish that they will keep to the
Borougb President David Dinkins schedule," says ~cL ~. . a,
and community members pulled a summer time replar a decade 819.·
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Tales Of New York
URBAN
LIBRARY
W. was walking along with E.
when they noticed something sitting
on top of one of those 3 foot high
metal posts which are planted on
the sides of fire hydrants. It was a
book titled, "Explorations on
Underwater Biology." They stayed
nearby for a while to see if anyone
would steal it. No one did.

CALIFORNIAN'S
Q'UERY
D., formerly of Cali fornia, wants to
know:
Why does anyone buy The New
York Times when they can always
find a copy in the nearest trash can?

rust. There was no one right behind
her, so she began to back the car into the spot.
Suddenly, another car tried to
pass her as she was parking. He
didn't make it and his left side connected with her righ t front fender.
The second car was severely dented.
The Beast only got some paint on its
fender. Two men got out of the
second car and came up to L. and
her friends. They were quite upset.
Angry words were exchanged on
both sides.
The police were called. At the
sight of "The Mighty Nordic
Beast" they burst out laughing. L.
pointed out the paint on her fender.
"That's not paint," they said, "It's
just rust." Then, two other men
came up to the police officers and
told them that a Porsche was being
stolen on 23rd Street. The
policemen left. Needless to say, the
gentlemen from the car with the
dent were not happy.

THEMIGHTY
NORDIC
THE SECOND
BEAST
COMING
L. and her friends were in the city

for a night of merry-making. She
had just seen' a spot to park her car.
known as "The Mighty Nordic
Beast" for its size and the fact that
it still runs despite age, accidents

K. was riding home on the F train

one afternoon. A man came into
the car proclaiming that he was
Jesus Christ, coming to save the
world from itself. He forgave all the

sins of the people on the train and
declared that end of the world was
at hand. He got off at 14th Street.
At the next stop another man got
on. This man said that the end of
the world was at hand and everyone
should refrain from their sinful
ways. Finally, he said Jesus was
coming to judge them all.
Unable to resist temptation, K.
went up to the would be prophet
and told him "You missed it. Jesus
got off the train at 14th Street. "
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HELPING

HANDS
C. and J. were driving
downtown, somewhere in the vicinity of Houston Street. The street
they were on was badly lit. C., the
d river, didn't see the concrete island
divider in the middle of the road until he had driven up onto it. The
car stopped moving, the wheels
were off the ground and they were
stuck.
Out of nowhere, four derelicts
came up to the car. They helped C.
and J. push the car off the island.
They asked for $3. C. and J. didn't
have change. so they gave them $5.

.,

Poor D. found that the apartment she had moved into in New
York had roaches. Back in her
native California she had only seen
one roach in her life, that was at
Sam's Seafood, where she once
worked. "I hate them. They're ugly
and they're creepy," she said.
So what did she do to deal with
her problem? She constructed what
her roommate refers to as "The
Wall of Death," seven Combat
discs lined up in a row by the gas
range. Apparently, the gas range is
the roaches' favorite hangout spot.
She's sure this will stop them, "If
they come out they've got to pass
through it!"
-Compiled by Linda Zuech
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30 Years Ago at Baruch
It was a.walk down memory lane
for the 1959 Baruch graduate, Alan

By ANGELA SHANKAR

about registration then, Alan said
....there were not too many problems. The student number was
small and the courses were not too
difficult to obtain." I wish that
were the case today. In' 19S9. admission into Baruch was heavily dependent upon high-school performance
and test scores. Therefore, the
number of students at Baruch was
not as overwhelming as it is today.
However, Alan remembers that
.... .it was a problem getting into the
elevators at the 23rd Street building
since they would fill up fast." 1
guess some things never change.
One of the most interesting facts
revealed during this interview, was
the Basketball Scandal of
1950 that dominated CUNY news.
1950 was the year that CCNY
became and still is, the only college
to have their basketball team win
two major professional basketball
competitions in the same year. The
CCNY basketball team won the
NCAA and the NIT in 1950. Soon
afterwards, it was uncovered that
athletes were being bribed. They
were paid large sums of money for
throwing the games which subsequently benefitted the gamblers that
had a large stake in the games. This
scandal was not limited to the
CUNY system but it spread to
schools throughout the east coast.
Alan remembers that 1950 was the
last year that any CUNY school
played in any major professional
competition.
Although many things have
changed since Alan Shapiro passed
out of Baruchv.one important factor has remained consistent for thirtyyears. The quality of education in
this school is examplary. Known for
the fine Quality of education in
business, Baruch was well recognized then and continues to be well
recognized now, especially in New
York City. "Being raised and
educated in New York City gives
you one advantage over everyone
else outside of the city. If you can
handle the life here, you handle it
anvwhere
Alan ShapirQ .
w· " ~ . ••':.,..,.~

Though Alan's mother and sister
live in Brooklyn and his in-laws arc
in Long Island. Alan has not been
back to New York City recently. He
remembers his last trip to the big ~
~ -j(
apple about twenty years ago. Alan
~
~ ~
has not found much reason to come
When comparing notes on wh r.t
to the east since his family frequent- Baruch was like then and what it is
ly goes to Richardson to visit him like now, it was surprising to find
and his wife. His business is also the number of changes that have ocfirmly established in Richardson curred over the years with the coland is doing very well. Alan's lege. But I guess, thirty years down
graduation day in 1959 was the last the line, when we look back as
time he was at Baruch College. Baruch alumni, we will be amazed
Much has changed in thirty years.
at how Baruch has changed since we
Alan entered Baruch in 1951. He left. Alan recalls that Baruch Colrecalls that most of his freshman lege consisted of one building.
year was spent in the fraternity he presently at the 23rd Street. The
and his friends started that year. four other buildings were added
The following year, Alan entered ·later. The ninth floor was a popular
the service, thinking that it would student hang-out. There was a stuprovide a new angle on life. He dent lounge, dining hall, television
served for approximately four years and other entertainment features
in the Air Force as a weatherman. for the students. It was much like
However, through his experience in the student lounge we have on the
.
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Alumni Profile: Alan Shapiro
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Shapiro. Thirty years have come that a college degree would take
and gone since his college days, but him farther than he would go in the
Shapiro firmly holds that Uthe Air Force. He returned to Baruch
education and 'experience') received and earned 'an "." undergraduate
from this college was the best J degree in Statistics..
When this interview was first
could have received anywhere and it
well equipped me for any situation conducted, it was not known that
whether in New York City or out- Alan's wife was a 1959 Baruch
graduate too. That was a surprising
side. "
Alan Shapiro is currently settled twist in the story. Alan met his wifeto-be during summer school in
with his wife and three sons in
1958. Upon completion of their
Richardson, Texas. a suburb of
Dallas. In 1978 he and his wife education, they married in 1959.
Joan, also a Baruch graduate, Joan Shapiro earned her degree in
opened their own business not too Accounting. Alan recalls that" ...at
far from t heir residence. Their that time, almost 75-80070 of all
business sells calculators and Baruch graduates were Accounting
calculator related accessories to majors. It was a thorough and
Fortune 500 companies. Not know- demanding program but her degree
ing what to name this business when was well recognized throughout the
country. "
it was first established, Alan and
Joan interestingly named this
business GRK Incorporated. The
~~If
abbreviations stand for Gary,
Robert and Kenneth, their three
sons. All three are products of the
University of Texas.

t
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A man stood 011 an M train platform in Queens. He declared that
he too was in fact Jesus Christ;
Another man went right up to him
and introduced himself. "Pleased
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ALLIS NOT AS IT SEEMS
Continued from Page B1
media did not cooperation with them."
What happens is, "the media becomes crucial today as part or the story,
rather than just covering the story. Of course, you get to the extremes of-a
Geraldo Rivera who becomes a story in himself when he put together the
perfectly predictable, cumbustible elements, in terms of a Nazi and another
guy who's known to get very physical when he gets upset. He ends up getting his nose broken artQ. immediately raises the ratings of his show." .
Why is it that the supposedly impartial media has become so caught up In
the story? Secunda will tell you, if you have been in the business as long as
he has, "you are conscious of how powerful imagery ~s, you begin to
understand that while you're serving the needs of your clients, in the case
of marketing, the mass media in news serving the needs of their public. If
they don't present bold imagery, exciting visual images they're going to lose
the audience, if they lose the audience they lose their ratings, if they lose
their ratings they lose their jobs. So, there is a continual understanding that
if you are giving them something of fairly sensational imagery value, you're
going to have a better than even chance of getting it on...Those are the
lessons that one learns in marketing communications today, at least in this
area of event control and public relations."
Sometimes public relations backfires on you. One such case is Michael
Dukakis' ride in the army tank. According to Secunda, "Pictures of him,
which were shot from a certain angle look like he was Snoopy wearing a
hat. It was almost comical the way he appeared, peering out from under
that deep-dish helmet that tankers wear. And so, instead of it being the
positive image that he had sought to create, of a dynamic leader who was
showing that he was pro-defense because he was in a tank, he became a
source of mockery... It was also an obviously transparent attempt to depict
himself as a conservative, when clearly that was not what he was.
•
•
Secunda has been heard in his classes to remark that the Dukakis campaign
advisers must have failed Marketing 2000, the introductory class, since they
did not apply the principles learned there. He said Bush was much more
careful with his use of imagery in the media. The results? Who was just inaugurated as president?
In the future Secunda sees "Public Relations becoming increasingly important as cynicism and resistance on the part of the American public
grows to traditional advertising messages ...We're getting desensitized to
the whole media environment. The challenge is then to find other parts of
the media environment where people are less sensitized." Public relations
works because it comes across in places where you do not realize you are
being hyped, like the middle of a news story in a major newspaper or in a
public interest piece on the evening news. So, the next time you watch the
news on T.V. remember. the message could be being brought to you by
./
.
some clever ~P/R .professional.
I·····················································
.........••••.•••...•.••••
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••
•
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•
all sorts of things. It looked like it was really going to break out into a riot
at any moment."
Secunda was then approached by a photographer from The World
Telegraph, a newspaper which no longer exists, who told him he would
teach him something about protests. He brought Secunda along as he approached a New York City Police Captain who had been assigned to try to
control the demonstration. The photographer told the police captain that
for $20 he "could clear the street in five minutes. The bet was made, since
at that point, they really looked like they were about to go out of control.
He (the photographer) identified the leaders of the protest. It was a carefully orchestrated one, obviously. They had all been handed placards on sticks
and they all knew where to stand...This is about 1956 as I recall and
newspapers were very important in this town in those days ... He (the
photographer) told him (the protest organizer) that unless he and his colleagues, who were also covering this thing could get their pictures
downtown, that they would not be able to make the late edition of the
evening newspapers, which would mean that he would not be getting any
coverage of the protest. There was a hurried discussion amongst the leadership of the protest group and within five minutes the crowd had dispersed.
The photographer had his pictures and he went over and collected his bet
from the police official, not telling him what or how it had happened."
Secunda feels that what was true in this case was true for many others.
"So many of the so-called legitimate events, outside of earthquakes or
murders or fires, are in fact, invented for the purpose of getting maximum
media exposure by public relations professionals. Whether it is George
Bush touring a flag factory at 10:00 in the morning to make sure that it gets
on the evening news, or all sorts of demonstrations that happen every day
in this city which are all orchestrated before noon to make sure that they
maximize their coverage. Nothing ever happens in the afternoon."
These news stories that are created are called "soft events" by Secunda.
They could take place today, tomorrow or anytime. Yet they always take
place when and where it wilI be most conducive to getting media exposure.
Secunda says, "The media are in essence, in collusion with the people who
stage these events because they are looking for material to fill the programming. Even though they know that these are invented happenings, they still
participate. "
Secunda sees the Tawana Brawley incident as a case in point. He said,
"Her advisers were virtually every day creating media events, it was very
sophisticated. The media went right along with it. They tried the same thing
in Atlanta, during the Democratic National Convention. The media chose,
for whatever reason, not to give them significant coverage and it was like
they were never in Atlanta... they did the same things, basically, there that
they did in New York, but it didn't produce the same results because the
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The Ticker
Looks
Back
Twenty Years Ago In The Ticker:

Baruch's president Robert
Wearer appointed five faculty
members to deanships at the College. This nominations were approved by the Board of Higher
Education. Among the appointees
was English Professor Andrew
Lavender for the Acting Associate
Dean of Faculties. In 1984,
Lavender received a Distinguished
Professor Award... A survey
revealed that three percent more
minority students were enrolled in
CUNY in 1968/69 than in 1967/68
bringing the total to 21,000 (blacks
and Puerto Ricans) representing 16
percent of all City University
students. Said then CUNY
Chancellor Albert Banker, "While
we can take some satisfaction from
the fact that we have enrolled a
greater number of minority group
students than any other integrated
institution of higher education in
the country, it is obvious that there
is much more to be done if we are to
obtain the degree of integration that
reflects actual ethnic composition
of high school graduating classes in
New York City" ... And in a Ticker
ad on page six Barnes and Nobles
made students aware of its bargain
book selection "Catering to all your
college needs. " Where could
students find B + N at that time?
On the corner of Lexington Avenue
and 23rd Street, one flight up.. now
the site of Baruch's beloved nearby
college bookstore, the Lexington
Boole Exch~ufge. -

Christmas time is definitely for
kids. As the days get closer to
December 25, children grow excited
in hopes of seeing St. Nick and
wishing they will get every toy they
write on their Christmas List for
Santa. Watching them is what
makes the Christmas, season the
, most special time fo the year. It's
thrilling just to see them wake up
from their warm beds, and go running into the living room to see a
huge glowing tree with mounds Of
presents underneath it. That's
Christmas!
Those are the joys many of us
will remember, but what about, the
children who do not get presents,
whose only hope is to have one
nourishing meal a day, or a warm '
room with a bed to sleep in at
night? Do they believe Santa will
come? If they make Christmas lists
will they get toys or a huge

&IIi&£AlIlNCI W)l£ .
amBJ&m:!IHA& &flUw
By DIANE LEPPEK

Christmas tree to light up their
night? The answer would have been
unquestionably no for 25 children,
had it not been for the efforts of
Baruch College's Italian Club,
CIAO' and the American Marketing
Association that brought the
Christmas spirit and a visit fromSanta, to them.
For more than three years, it has
been a tradition for the Italian Club
to help 'under-privileged children
during Christmas by having one of
the members dress up as Santa
Claus and pass out toys. This year,
all the toys were voluntarily

donated by the members of the participating clubs a month in advance.
The club's event is sponsored by
the Children's Aid Society which
gives them the posters to paste up
around Baruch announcing that
the dub will be going to a welfare
house to give presents to the
children residing there.
This year the Italian Club teamed
up with the AMA and CIAO to bring gifts to the kids. They went to
the Prince George Hotel on 14 E.
28th St. at Fifth Avenue. This year
Enrico Boletti (President of Ciao)
dressed up as Santa, and roughly 15

people from the various clubs were
his helpers. Enrico would call the
children up the children orie by one,
and ask them what they wanted for
Chsistrnas. Then he would try and
find the toy they wished for or the
one closest to their request. Mike
Lorenzo (president of the Italian
Club) said, "They get really excited
when we came in, and their eyes lit
up when they saw Santa. Then they
become very shy when he calls them
up. There are a lot of cute kids out
there, and it is a good feeli~g inside
to see their eyes brighten up when
we come in, and give,them presents.
It is a really nice to know that you
have made a child's Christmas
,
special in some way.'"
Lorenzo mentioned he would not
mind some help from the other
clubs in hopes of being able to
brighten up more under privileged
children's day.

--------'-'

Five Years Ago In The Ticker:

Fifteen-percent of the day session
student population signed a referendum to increase the activity fee by
$8.50 making it $34.00 total. This,
however, was not to become final
until the CUNY Board of Trustees
approved the increase. The extra
money was expected to generate an
additional 5150,000 for the Student
Center which was in desperate need
of furniture and repairs at that
time. Another .group that benefited
from the approval was Baruch's
Helpline a peer counseling group.
Siu Pang, a Helpline member at the
time, stated, "I think the student
community finally realized that we
needed that increase. All the other
city colleges had increases, too, and
we were the only one who didn't
have it for about 15 years. " ..
Governor Mario Cuomo proposed
a $35.3 billion state budget which
included a $200 tuition increase for
CUNY in-state students and a $700
tuition increase for out-of-state and
foreign students. The University
Student Serrate president called
Cuomo, "the Ronald Reagan of
higher education" and commented
"The tuition proposal is unacceptable and unnecessary. For
thousands of CUNY students and
their families, City University is the
only passport to educational and
economic, success. Governor
Cuomo's regressive action will
crush the hopes and aspirations of
an entire generation. It must be
resisted." Of course, these seemingly wise and sensitive words were uttered by Melvin l ""'."e, who ironically was later caught misappropriating funds while heading the
USS, a group whose function is to
represent the interests of all CUNY

students.

.., ..

S.lGN UP TODAY
FOR YOUR
YEARBOOK PORTRAIT

9:00-5:00
S.tudent Center(Do.rothy's desk)
137 E. 22 St.
Lobby

5:00-8:00
Student Center [Ro o m 104)
"

YEARBOOK CHARGE
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Gene Hackman and Willem Dafoe are two FBI investigators trying to solve a beinous murder.

Opportuni ties & Careers

MISSISSIPPI· SEETHING

IN:

For anyone who's seen Alan The company plans to market the
-Parker's "Mississippi Burning," _ f11m -as such." Orion Pictures.also
refuses to be dragged' into the
they know that it seethes with that
unexplainable hatred and anger that debate thathas been raging over the
J...:_._": __ 1 •.
.
tflHl-5-~-~~¥ ...... ,pgslblacks and whites fejt toward, one , r.l_'
tion on the civil rights movement.
another in the early 1960's.
"Mississippi Burning" has been
The film stars Gene Hackman
and Willem Dafoe as two federal in a limited (9 screen) release since
agents who try to unravel the racial- December 9th, and between then
ly motivated murders of James and January 13th (the day
"Mississippi Burning" was put into
Chaney, Andrew. Goodman and
a
550 screen wide release) two cenMichael Schwerner, three young
civil rights workers who were part tral questions have been raised over
of a voter registration drive in the the film:
-Does the film overstate the
town of Philadelphia, Mississippi.
The film is based on fact and zealousness of FBI agents tracking
the killers of three civil rights
"Mississippi Burning" spares no
expense in it's attempt to illustrate workers in light of the actual events
to the audience in graphic, hard and upon which they were based?
-By failing to have a strong and
sometimes ugly detail the plight of
central black hero or heroes, is the
this small southern city.
film open to the same sort of
"Mississippi Burning" will stir
emotions of anger, hatred, deep criticism leveled at "Cry Freedom"
sorrow and pity, not just in the and '''A World Apart" for examining the South African apartheid
hearts of blacks and whites, but in
the hearts of all people. This movie issue principally from the perspecwill force each one of us to confront tive of white people?
These questions have been widely
and deal with those racial feelings
and ideologies we have chosen to addressed on TV and in magazines.
forget or, shamefully, not think TIme Magazine had a huge spread
about. Because this fum instills and on the "Mississippi Burning" issue
erupts these .types of emotions in its January 9th edition and The
within us, it Wa5 foolish to assume New York TImes also devoted conthat controversy would not siderable space to the issue In Its
materialize from "Mississippi Burn- January 10th Arts and Leisure secing," especially when many of the tion. The CBS news show "West
57th" and "The CBS Mondng
events that transpired in the film
News" both had segments on
were fictionalized.
"Mississippi Burning, and both
Orion Pictures has recently
pieces
used the movie as a point of
released a disclaimer that states
that, "The characters in 'Mksissip- departure for retrospectives on
those events (The murders and two
pi Burning' are fictitious. The 1964
murder of three civil rights workers central questions raised from the
and the subsequent FBI investiga- film.)
Upon reading the Orion press
tion are just the central inspiration
for Chris Gerolmo's screenplay. " A book, Alan Parker (who wrote the
recent article in Variety cited Joel notes himself) stated that the film
Resnick and Charles O'Glenn, was inspired by actual events that
chairman and executive vice presi- took place in the south during the
1960's. We have to understand that
dent of marketing for Orion Pictures, as saying that, "The com- the movie was inspired by actual
pany regards 'Misskdppi Burning' events in much the same way you or
as serious entertainment in the I would be inspired by a specific
police investigation genre, set person, place or thing. "MIssIssippi
against one of the most turbulent Baming" is not the first film to intertwine fact with fiction. As a matera's in recent American history.
_1:~:.
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It's preview time again! Well,
almost anyway. I know that after
the 1988 movie season. truly one of
Hollywood's best years. you must
be wondering what the hell the folks
on the coast plan to pull out of their
hats for us this year. 1989 is the year
of "Sequelmania!" No, not
"Hulkamania!", "Sequelmania!".
What am I talking about? Well, the
number of sequels due out this year
are numerous indeed. Check this
out:
-Michaet J. Fox will return in
December with "BACK TO THE
FUTURE II."
-Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd and
Harold Ramis don their nuclear acce ler at o r s once again
in
"GHOSTBUSTERS II: The Last
of the Ghostbusters."

-is-bKk
- -and
-- be
---ocn
lIe'l
battling
Columbians.

2:' another "ERNEST~' movie and
'6DELTA FORCE II: Operation
Crackdown." BUT WAIT!! Also
due out this year are those movies
based on comic book characters:
Michael Keaton and Jack
Nicholson
will
star
in
uBATMAN," Dolph Lundgren is
the Marvel Comic book character
l6THE PUNISHER." and tile
long awaited "SPIDERMAN: The
Amazing Movie" is also scheduled
for release this year, not to me-uion
Arnold Schwarzenegger in ,"SGT.
ROCK." "The JETSONS" and
uFLINTSONES'9 will both .iave
non-animated feature films this
year as well Dave Thomas and Sally
Kellerman starring as "BORJUS
AND NATASHA" from Rocky
and BullwinkJe fame.
THERE'S THE REGULAR
-S'FtfFF' -TQ():-JJmeeWiliis-ifl'--tftf', '
- drama ulN COUNTRY;u Michae,
J. Fox and Sean Penn in Brio,

ter of fact Orion Pictures ran into a
,si!J1ilar controversy inyolving the
Vietnam War - when it released-Oliver Stone'S Oscar winning film
"~Ia.OOD~-'-in-l~ '---' ,J think the main question- to- all
this is whether or not a filmmaker
should. or has the right to, inject
fictional points into a totally factual, highly volatile situation like
Miclulel J. Fox is got... IMlck to tile
futun 8piD!
the one being addressed in
"Mississippi Burning" or even
-Sean Connery portrays Harrison
"Platoon" for the mere purpose of
Ford's father in the Steven
enhancing the story line? Let's
Spielberg/George Lucas collaboraremember something; Orion Piction '6INDIANA JONES AND
ture and Alan Parker never said
THE LAST CRUSADE."
that "Mississippi Burning" was a
- William Shatner and Leonard
documentary. If it was a documenNimoy take off to go where no man
tary and the film producers
has gone before in "STAR TREK
deliberately fictionalized certain
V: The Final Frontier."
aspects of the movie, then these
. -Timothy Dalton returns as James
arguments and controversies would
! Bond in "LICENSE TO KILL."
be justified 100 percent. Fortunate! -Danny Glover and Mel Gibson
ly for Orion, and unfortunately for
i return as Roger Murtough and
us (because the real story will proMartin Riggs in U LETHAL
bably never be told) this movie is
WEAPON 2."
not a documentary. Roger Ebert,
-Raiph Macchio and Noriyuki
'one of two main movie critics for
"Pat " Morita are reunited for a IBdy aad Ills dad.
The Daily News wrote in his
third time in "KARATE KID DI."
December 9th review of the film
-A whole host of Hollywood's big- DePalma's "CASUALTIES OF
that, " 6Mississippi Burning' is not
gest stars will be joining forces in WAR," Tom Cruise and Willem
a documentary, nor does it strain to
uCANNONBALL RUN III: Dafoe in Oliver Stone's Vietnam
veteran movie "BORN ON THE
present a story based on the facts.
Speedzone!" •
This movie is a gritty police drama,
PLUS: Chevy Chase in "FLETCH FOURTH OF JULY." Sean Conbloody, passionate, and sometimes
LIVES," uTHE FLY II," nery, Dustin Hoffman and Matsurprisingly funny, about the efuPOLICE ACADEMY VI," thew Broderick will play' three
forts of two FBI men who lead a in"THE GATE 2," unmDY V," generations of a family from New
vestigation into the disappearance
JASON VDI," "FRIGHT NIGIIT York's Hell's, Kitchen in Sidney
Lumet 's 6'FAMIl.Y BUSINESS."
of three civil rights activists." ]
···More on th~and other movies
believe Mr. Ebert gives a clear and
in future issues,i'ncluding our 2nd
concise assessment of the entire
annual
"MOVIES OF SUMMER
film's intentions. This film is
PREVIEW ISSUE!" .
dramatical entertainment at its best.
The fact that the film stirs such
emotions means that the filmmakers have done their jobs in
creating a totally gripping epic.
···END NOTE: "MIssissippi
Burning" has received strong
critical support, being nominated
for four Golden Globe nominations
(best motion picture drama; actor
Gene Hackman; director and
screenplay) and appears ready to do
Look for a 1ft adIotI I1IatstOlle movie
the same when the Oscar nominaSOOII.
tions come out in February.
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of the voting, tabulated by the Peat,
Marwick, Mitchell and Company
Accounting firm, are kept secret
until envelopes are opened during
the presentation ceremonies.
-.1 Among the performers scheduled
to appear on the special in addition
to the four hosts are, Rick Astley,
D. J. Jazzy Jeff & The Fresh Prince,
Gloria Estefan & Miami Sound
Machine, Guns N' Roses, K. T.
Oslin. Randy Travis and Luther
Vandross.
Additionally, tri bute will be paid
to three top musical stars who passed away last year.. . Brook Benton,
Andy Gibb and Roy Orbison.
Among the many other stars
schedule to appear on the show are
The Bangles. George Benson, Larry

award have been Bing Crosby,
Berry Gordy, Irving Berlin, Johnny
Cash, Ella Fitzgerald, Perry Como,'
Benny Goodman. Chuck Berry,
Stevie Wonder, Kenny Rogers.
Michael Jackson, Loretta Lynn,
Paul McCartney, Elvis Presley and
the Beach Boys. Whew!!
Winners of American Music
Awards are selected by the public.
A national sampling of 20,000, taking into account geographic location, age, sex and ethnic origin,
have been sent ballots by the
Herbert Allman Communications
Research, Inc. re~arch firm.
Names of the nominees on the
ballot were compiled from the yearend sales charts of the music industry magazine, Cash Box. Results

30th

16TH ANNUAL

Boone, Bobby Brown, Kim Carnes,
Natalie Cole, the Commodores,
Rita Coolidge, Dion DiMucci,
Daryl Hall & John Oates, Jermaine
Jackson. Jellybean, The Judds,
Gladys Knight & The Pips, Patti
LaBel/e, L.L. Cool J, Patty
Loveless, The McCarters, Eddie
Money, New Edition, Olivia
Newton-John. Buck Owens, Run
D.M.C., Satt-NsPepa, Keith Sweat,
Al B. Surel, Waylon Jennings, Littie Richard and Anne Murray.
The uAMERICAN MUSIC
AWARDS" special is produced by
AI Schwartz and Larry Klein,
directed by Jeff Margolis and written by Robert Arthur. The associate
producer is Don Wollman. And the
music director is Lenny Stack.

"AMERICAN MUSIC AWARDS- NOMINEES

Winners W111 B~ Announced On ABC-TV. Mond.y. J.nuary JO. 1989. 8-11 PM (ETlPT)

-------------------------------------------------------------------

PQP/ROCK

The 16th annual "AMERICAN
MUSIC AWARDS" special airs on
the ABC Television Network from
the Shrine Auditorium in Los
Angeles, California, on Monday,
January 30, 8-11 p.m., Eastern &
Pacific time (7-10 p.m., Central).
The TV special is a presentation of
Dick Clark Productions, Inc., with
Clark serving as executive producer.

SOUL/RHYTHM & BLUES

COUNTRY

tiEAVY METAL

---------

FAVORITE HALE VOCALIST:

FAVORITE MAlE YOCALIST:

Hi ctlc1el Jackson
lieorge Michael
Steve Winwood

Bobby Brown
Mi chae 1 Jack son
George M1 ctlael

George St ra 'it
Randy Trc1vi s
Hank Williams

FAVORITE FEMALE VOCALIST:

FAVORITE FEMALE VOCALIST:

FAVORITE FEMALE VOCALIST:

FAVORITE MALE VOCAlIST:
Jr.

Tracy' (.tlaptnc1n
Debbie GH7S0n
Wh 1 tney Hous ton

Natalie Cole
Whi tney Mouston
Sade

FAVORITE DUO OR GROUP:

Rosanne Cash
Reba McEntire
Tanya Tucker

FAVORITE DUO OR GROUP:

FAVORITE DUO OR GROUP;

Dei leppard

Gladys Kn1ght & The Pips
New Edltion

Gloria Estefan & Miaml
Sound He1chine

Alabama

FAVORITE NEW ARTIST:

FAVORITE NEW ARTIST:

FAVORITE NEW ARTIST:

laylor Dayne

Tony: Ton1: Tone:
):.a ryn Wtl i te

FAVORITE SINGlE:
Gonna Give You Up"

FAVOR ITE SINGLE:

Larry Boone
Patty Loveless
The HcCar ters

Rick Ast ley
lracy Chapman

ATB: Sure!

"N~ver

I fbck l.stley)
"Roll Wi th It"

(Steve Wir1lltood)

(Freddie Jackson)
"Off On Your Own·'

"Sweet (hi 1dO' Mi ne"
(Guns N· Roses)

(Al B. Sure:)
FAVORITE ALBUM:
Our love(Gladys Knight & The Pips)

FAVOP.JTE AlBUM:
"Dirty Dancing" (Or;9inal
~tion

-m

P1cture Soundtrack)

"fa ;th"

"Faith"
(George Mi chael)
"Make It Las t Forever"
(Keith Sweat)

(George Michael)
"Hy~teria"

SPEECH

ANI>

FAVORITE ARTIST:
D.J. Jazzy Jeff & The Fresh

Salt-N-Pepa

& Forever-

"It Takes A Nation Of M;11tons
Hold Us Back (Public
M

"ToulJhe r Than Leather"
(RunO.M.C.)

(RiCky Van Shelton)

MUS1C DEPTS.
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VANESSA
WILLIAMS:
Vanessa, bless her soul, finally got
it together in 1988. Her .debut
album, The Right Stuff, was a very
pleasant surprise. She seems to have
been uplifted by the positive
developments in her life, and I
think that such positivity (or lack of
it) will serve as an accurate
barometer of her performances
throughout her music career. Her
annoying habit of biting others'
beats in order to buttress her own
material (i.e. the Eric B. and Rakim
beat on the "He's Got The Look"
remix) must cease; she has enough
talent not to have to rely on such
tactics.

A

1988:

Changing
of the Guard

.-

and produced, "A Day In The
Life. " "Black To The Beat, "
'~Swan
Lake," and the epic
"Bango." Along with Teddy Riley.
he was responsible for the fusion of
hip hop and club music, a union
that was met with dismay by many a
homosexual. Terry's album, "To
The Batrnobile, LeCs Go" (Sleeping BaglFresh) is the standard upon
which all other sample albums (and
singles) will heretofore be based.

soul for it to warrant constant play
on this writer's ~urntables. Of particular interest were' 'Nothing Can
Come Between Us," "Turn My
Back On You," and HGive It Up."
Her funkiest release to (late was
"Make Some Room," found on the
flip-side of the "Nothing ... "
12-inch. Hopefully, Ms. Adu's
discovery of soul and emotion will
continue to be an integral part of
her future projects.
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It may seem a bit anticlimactic to
review the musical highlights of a
year past when we have already progressed well into the new year. Such
a review is necessary, however,
because 1988 was a banner year for
black and dance music. A lot of
new faces surfaced, and it is anticipated that these new faces - as
well as returns from some old faces
- will provide us excitement and
memories throughout 1989, and for
many years to come.

HIGHLIGHTS

Prince)

(Randy Travis)

J

Sound"), Blake Baxter ("When ,We
Used To Play"), and Rhythm Is
I
I Rhythm. Look for more large concepts from the Saunderson posse in
I 1989.

'-------------------------------

FAVORITE ALBUM:

-If You Ain't Lovin' You Ain't
livin' ,. (George St re i t)
"Wild Eyed Dreams"

MAJNSTAGE PROD!.tC71 o]J

Pr1nce

Run O.M.(.

iHe'S Th~ O.J., I'm The Rapper"
(D.J. Jazzy Jeff & The Fresh

FAVORITE ALBlJ'I:
"Always

"Hysteria"
(Def Leppard)

'

(A 1abama)
Told You So"
(Randy Travis)

"1

Guns N' noses
Van Halen
FAVORITE ALBUM:
wAppetite For Destruct1on"
(Guns N' Roses)

--------------------

"Elghteen Wheels And A Dozen
Roses· (Kathy Mattea)
"Fallin' A9a;n"

(Pebbles)
"Nice 'N' Slow"

FAVORITE ARTIST:
Otf Leppard

RAP

FAVORITE SINGlE:

"Girl f r i end"

(Def Leppard)

)0

i

[l

•

(/)

"OU81ZU
(Van Halen)

The Judds
Oak R1dge Boys

Salt-N-Pepa

Va" Ha 1 en

Nominations
for
the:
•• AMERICAN
MUSIC:
AWARDS" are in five categories. i
In the Pop/Rock, Country and:
Soul/Rhythm & Blues categories, ,
awards will be presented for:
Favorite Male and Female Vocalist, ;
Favorite Group, Favorite Album'

"~

,

T OF THE
UR
T INCH
ELVE

-----------------_.~-------------------------------------------------------------

Hosting the telecast will be Anita
Baker, Debbie Gibson, Kenny
Rogers and Rod Stewart.
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and Single, and Favorite New Artist. In the Rap and Heavy Metal
categories, awards will be presented
for Favorite Artist and Album. In
all, 22 awards will be presented.
On the telecast, a special
"American Music Award of
Achievement" will be presented to
Michael Jackson, acknowledging
the unprecedented success of his
current album, "Bad." Special
tribute will be paid to the singer on
the special.
In addition, a special "Award of
Merit" will be presented to country
superstar Willie Nelson for his
"outstanding contributions over a
long period of time to the musical
en tertainment of the American
public." Previous recipients of this

.7t ,."f.t:.-..
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ANITA BAKER/LUTHER
VANDROSS: This is a very interesting choice because, while their
respective albums sold well, I did
not particularly think that either of
the albums represent their best
work. Any Lcweis a- very-good
album, and Luther's performance
on "Love Won't Let Me Wait" will
prove to be timeless, but I still think
4'The Night I Fell In Love" is better. Anita's latest effort is riding on
the strength of its title track; I'd put
her first two albums up against this
one any day.

Shocklee, Levert, Marshall Jefferson, and the ubiquitous Jimmy
"Jam " Harris and Terry Lewis.
KEITH SWEAT: Keith's debut
album "Make It Last Forever"
established him as the hottest newartist in 1989. He finished 1988 with
a number two ranking in
Billboard's end-of-the-year black
music chart, and number one in its
New Black Artists chart, Black
Singles chart ("I Want Her"), and
Black Album chart. The debut
album has sold more than two
miIlion copies thus far, and the accompanying national tour was a
huge success. Sweat is scheduled to .
start recording his second album in
a matter of weeks,

Terry did work in

~""'

88!-----+-l . . . .

TODD TERRY: At first, 1_ was
reluctant to list Terry here, but
credit deserved is credit due. Terry,
~ along with Saunderson and Mar~ shall Jefferson, was responsible for
to) steering dance music in a bold, new
~ direction. Recording under various
~
. d,
'. <
pseudonyms, Terry wrote, rmxe

~) ~

.

MICHAEL JACKSON: No matter how effeminate his mannerisms
are. no matter how much he squeals
and no matter how processed his
"do" is, the bottom line is this: 20
MILLION COPIES. For that kind
of money, I'd grab my crotch and
squeal, too.

'), 0> .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

:: ~

MOTOWN'S SALE TO MCA
RECORDS: This transaction was
TAKE 6: These brothers can
probably the single most important
blow. period.
development in Black music in
FULL FORCE: Full Force did
1988. Berry Gordy sold his legenget busy in 1988, and more than
Stevie
onee, ~ managed-to -de anex- . gary .label __ (mj.nus,J~
Wonder-laden Jobet~ Music
celtent job with Samantha Fox. she
catalog)
to MCA in June for $61
of the over-exposed breasts. Their
Million. Jheryt Busby, president of
work with James Brown ("Static")
MCA's
Black Music division, has
made for a memorable summer
been aggressive in signing new acts
jam. Probably their best production
to the label (Blaze, Desiree, Gerald
job came at the benefit of Cheryl
Alston, etc.), and she seems com"Pepsi " Riley, whose "Thanks For
mitted to returning Motown to its
My Child" was one of the year's
position as the preeminent Black
music label.
THE ENTIRE RAP MUSIC IN·
DUSTRY: Thank you for showing
so many that when we put our
minds to it, it does take a nation of
millions to hold us back.

NOTES
PLEASE SAY IT AIN'T SO:
There is a very nasty rumor floating
around that Eric B. & Rakim will be
no more. I nave done some additional research on the matter and
the sources I sought (ALL the
sources) say that the rumoris true.'
It seems as if the two have still not
resolved a long-standing feud that
arose soon after the completion of
"Follow The Leader." If this
dissolution does materialize as planned, it will be one of the most un-

fortunate occurrences in the rap industry since arenas started banning
concerts because of violence. In an
otherwise bright picture, this would
be one defacement that the industry
could not recover from ... The club
wars have started!!! Both Sound
Factory and the Paradise Ballroom
are scheduled to open on January
27, the Factory at its old location on
27th Street, and The Batlroom at
43rd between Seventh and Eighth
Avenues. Club Maven Rudolf has
opened Mars on 20th Street (opening night was New Year's E~d

/Continued on Page B13)
- e ,

SLAMMERS OF THE WEEK

David Z .• who played with Prince Me." a wicked mid-tempo cut [hat
before going out on his own. is the just may make it to the summer. ..
producer for "She Drives Me Easy St reel's newest smash is
NEW
EDITION/BOBBY Crazy" by Fine Young Cannibals. courtesy of Keia Weia; it is entitled
uJust Another Game.' '.... From
(/) BROWN: This was, to use some; DO NOT sleep on this when it gets
the United Kingdom, acid afi~ sports vernacular, a "trade that was . released; it will be one of the hottest
cionados
are graced with UAcid
8 good for both teams." Brown. with : tra~~s of the n~w year. .. Robert
Bum" by The Beatmasters....
! : the assistance of the Riley/Griffin ; CIr~J!les an~ I!aVld Cole ~av.: stru.ck
, < production team, made a bold, dar- • again, rermxmg Sandee s Notice
- - - ------- _ _ - - _ . _ - - :[1 ing statement with his double-:): W platinum second album, "'Don't Be : TOUR OF THE 12 INCH TOP
TOUR OF THE 12 INCH TOP
. , ii Cruel. ~, New Edit ion. filled 1 TEN ALBUMS:
TEN SINGLES:
Brown's chair with the smooth!
I. "Break 4 Love." - RAZE
voice of Johnny Gill (who, inciden-: 1. "It Takes A Nation Of
Anita Baker .lId Lather Vandross were an DIiDSuai combination in 1981. They
(Columbia)
Millions
To
Hold
Us
IW:k,"
tally, smokes on "Can You Stand;
headlined 8 concert tour together and thrilled audiences across the country.
-PUBLIC ENEMY (Oef Jam) . 2. "Salsa House," - RICHIE
The Rain") and released what is, :
RICH (ffrr)
by far, their finest album to date. It: 2. "Stronger Than Pride," 3. "Love Will Save The Day,"
SADE (Epic)
is to be proven whether Brown can !
TEDDY RILEY and GENE prettiest ballads. (The song was
(Dave Morales remix) succeed without the guidance of the 3. "Bad," - MICHAEL
GRIFFIN, producers: This col- wonderfully arranged and sung,
WHITNEY HOUSTON
JACKSON (Epic)
Riley/Griffin team, and whether
laboration proved to be one of the but, unfortunately, many saw it is
(Arista)
_
New Edition's new sound is a func- 4. "To The Batmobile, Let's
most prolific and well-respected still another back -handed slapping
4. "'Big Fan," . fNNERCITY
Go," - THE TODD TERRY
tion of their maturity as artists or
production teams in all music this of the faces of African-American
(KMS Records)
PROJECT (Sleeping Bag)
the wizardry of their producers,
year. The two were directly respon- males courtesy of 'Da Sistahs.')
5.
"Fool For Love" - ROLAND
Jimmy "Jam " Harris and Terry 5 . "Make It Last Forever," sible for introducing a hybrid of Kudos all around, gentlemen.
CLARK· (Unreleased)
KEITH S WEA T (EntertainLewis.
funk and hip hop that may even6. "Make Some Room" - SA DE
ment)
tually be seen as revolutionary in
KEVIN
SAUNDERSON:
(Epic)
"Tracy
Chapman,"
TRA
CY
6.
SADE: I must have been one of
future years. Riley, who performs Saunderson is the mastermind
7. "BuRO" - TODD TERRY
CHAPMAN (Elektra)
the seven-or-so human beings on
in the group GUY, spread the behind the "Techno" movement
(Sleeping BaglFresh)
this planet that dismissed Sade's 7. "The Rig"t Stuff" wealth amongst his peers, produc- emanating from Detroit. He has
8. ·'Pink CadiJJH" (D. Cole &
VANESSA WILLIAMS
previous two albums as nothing
ing or arranging hit singles by Bob- had a string of club hits, but he
.R. C/ivilles remix) (Wing/Polydor)
,more than gutless, mundane
by Blown, Keith Sweat, Johnny finally began to receive mainstream
NA TALIE COLE (Capitol)
elevator music, relying on a single 8. "Follow The Leader,"Kemp, AI B. Sure!, and Kool Moe recognition when he released Big
9. ·'Instinctaal" (Dave Morales
ERIC B. d RAKIM
tone and an insignificant modulaDee. Look for Riley and Griffin to FUD. Just so there was not any
remix) - IMAGINA TION
(MCAIUni
3)
tion. With the release of Stronler
continue their assault on the black, doubting his talent Big FUD was
(RCA)
Than Pride I can no longer make 9. "Heartbreak~~ - NEW EDIdance, and Hot 100 charts, and followed by Good Ufe, which may
10. 6'Briaa TIle N"" •
TION(MCA)
this accusation. 'Stroaaer TIaan
more importantly, have their music end up being more successful. His
PUBLIC ENEMY (DefJam)
stand the test of time. Other pro- production credits Reese and San- . Pride was one of the year's btst 10. "De Real CIIackeeboo," LOOSE ENDS (MCA)
albums, and it fmally had enough
ducers to watch in 1989: Hank tonio (URock To The Beat," "The
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MATADOR vis-a-vis THE
MAGNIFICENT
BERSONS

By ELOISE
NIEDERKIRCHNER
MATADOR, a Spanish film,
with English subtitles, takes place in
the modern urban center of
Madrid. The time is the present, the
events in the story spans two or
three months. THE MAGNIfiCENT AMBERSONS ("TMA"),
on the other hand, is set in a small
mid-western town and spans 25
years, beginning at the end of the
19th century. In TMA, directed by
Orson Welles, we see horsedrawn
carriages and a primitive model of
the horseless vehicle which was the
beginning of the massive traffic we
have today. The hectic pace of the
modern city in MATADOR is contrasted sharply with the tranquility
of the little town in TMA.
The theme in TMA is the changing society, from rural to industrial,
and its effect on the Amberson
family. At the end of the movie not
only have the lives of the characters
changed but their whole world as
well. In MATADOR the theme is
the mystery of life, as it pertains to
sex and death. The destinies of the
Matador and his love are determined by their own characters and personalities.
MATADOR is the story of two
necrophiliacs which ends in their
murder and suicide. This bizarre
subject is treated in a straightforward manner. The director is able
to make his audience care about
these two 'people in spite of their
sinister side. Some scenes contain
explicit sex but they seem natural.

They are not pornographic or offensive.
The plot in MATADOR begins
with a chaste young student of the
Matador raping the Matador's girl
friend, a model, because he feels he
has to prove he is a man. Out of
remorse he goes to the police station
the next day to confess and while
there also confesses to two murders
he did not commit. He is a mystic.
He sees the Matador 'in a vision
murdering his victims in the sex act
and wants to protect him. The
lawyer who defends the young student is a woman who also kills for
sexual pleasure. When she and the
Matador meet they know instantly
they have the same obsession. The
Matador' trails her everywhere. He
follows her into a movie theatre
where the revival of the American
film "Duel in the Sun" is being
shown. She watches the scene in
which the half-breed girl who has
just shot her lover, crawls plainfully
over the rocks to give him one last
kiss as they die together. The
Matador is watching the same
scene. Their fate is to be the same,
with darker motives.
The plot in TMA also concerns
two couples but their stories are of
romantic love rather than sexual
love. The movie goes along at a
quiet, gentle pace although it is set
against the background of one of
the most significant changes in
history, the development of the
automobile.

MATADOR captures the interest
of the viewer immediately and holds
it until the conclusion of the film.
From the time the two lovers meet
we feel their compulsion and we are
carried along with it to the end with
a strong force which never wavers.
In TMA the story begins to fizzle
out about half way through and
winds down to a weak ending. We
should have had from the beginning
a feeling of the inevitability of the
change which was to corne. We are
being told a story not living it with
the characters.
In TMA Welles' innovations
(lighting, overlapping dialogue)
result in some brilliant scenes but ar
self-contained entities which
weaken the dramatic impact of the
story. Aunt Fanny (Agnes
Moorehead) has a hysteria scene
which is a tour de force although
she is a minor characterv Tn the
novel from which the 'fitm is taken
Aunt Fanny has the hysteria scene
but it does not dominate the book
and it does the film.
Too much is made of the
youngster's (George) "comeuppance." He careens through" the
street in his little carriage, fights
with another boy while people keep
repeating he's going to get his comeupance. This is too much, especially when at the end of the movie
while we see him getting his comeuppance, we don't get involved in
it. The one scene in his mother's
room, kneeling at her bed, is not

enough. He has lost his mother, his
wealth and his social position but
bears it all with an equanimity
which seems strange for a frivolous
young man whose only ambition
was to be a yachtsman. For
dramatic interest he should have
had the big scene given to Aunt
Fanny, not a hysterical one but
something to show his emotional
turmoil. There is little change in his
manner, facial expression or voice.
The studio (RKO) made extensive
cuts in the film and are generally
blamed for its mutilation. Some of
the responsibility, however, has to
be put upon Welles.
TMA is based on the novel THE
MAGNIFICENT AMBERSONS
by Booth Tarkington. It won the
Pulitzer prize in 1918.
Most of the action in TMA takes
place in the imposing Amberson
mansion where Isabel Amberson
(Dolores Costello) lives with her
father, Major Amberson, the
founder of the fortune. She rejects
her suitor Eugene (Joseph Cotton) a
penniless inventor tinkering with a
horseless carriage, for a more
suitable prospect, Wilbur Minafer.
They have a son George (Tim Holt)
who grows up pampered and spoiled. Meanwhile .. Eugene continues
his work as an inventor and raises a
daughter, Lucy (Anne Baxter).
After Isabel's husband dies, Eugene
and Isabel resume their courtship
but she rejects him again, regretfully because of her consideration for

JERRY TAN

UDIO·
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George. At a ball given at the
Amberson mansion George meets
Lucy and falls in love with her. She
refuses his proposal because he has
no ambition. Isabel dies. The
Am bersons lose their fortune and
the town moves on without them.
accident which
George has
reunites him with 1. ucy. Eugene is
now very wealthy and lives in a
mansion of his own while the
Amberson mansion is deserted and
rundown.
The two most interesting
characters in these movies are the
Matador ,. the bull fighter, and
Eugene, the inventor. Both are
mature men with unusual occupations which set them apart. They
are opposites in personality. The
Matador has a cool intensity. He
pursues his love relentlessly until
they are united in death. Killing in
the ring has' become a way of life
for him on the outside. We cannot
imagine Eugene facing death for his
love. He is passive, willing to accept
the established order of things in his
private life even to the point of
allowing George to bar him from
the Amberson mansion so that he
cannot see Isabel. Here, too, their
personalities determine the fate of
Isabel and Eugene. Joseph Cotten
should have given a stronger performance as the inventor. We do not
see the inner strength which should
be there.
(Continued on Page BI3),
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When Distortion Comes Walking In
Audio signals, like us, can
become very upset- over theridiculous circumstances of everyday commuting. Audio signals, like
us, are subject to travel extremely
sinuous paths en route to work,
horne, or whatever. The audio
signal from your walkman, as you
walk down the street, or the audio
signal from your home stereo, as
you relax with a Coke in the dark,
"have come a long way.'"

Thewaveform.may be as innocent

and unpretentious as a sine wave, or
it may be as cold, calculating, and
wily as a wailing fret-burning guitar
solo.
In a live performance, the pattern
of these pressure differences radiate
at a constant rate. When we
perceive them,. our ears convert
these minute physical vibrations in ~
to the sense of sound. The eardrum
is remarkably able to push and pull

that original sound into an audio
signal and then back again. This is
where trouble walks in, in the name
of distortion. The quest for lower
and lower distortion has preoccupied the greatest minds in audio
.engineering for more than forty
years. And yet, there is nothing to
. show for it except the compact ·disc
player..
Yet, no one ought to denigrate
their efforts. They do that for

aesthetic use could it possibly serve?

ponent which will capture the
original sound without adding
anything of its own to it. The fact is
distertion is present at every step of
the way and it is cumulative
throughout the chain of audio components in your system, i.e.• your
speakers add their stuff to what the
preamps did, and that to what the
power amps did, and that to...etc.
Yet, don't you feel it is an oversight on the part of these zealous
designers (w/handsome salaries)
who still seek to reduce distortion
further than it already is? It has

(nil)

The reason for this is simple
enough. There is a ~t below
which the human ear can no longer
hear. distortion, even though much
to the theoretician's chagrin, the lab
still attests heartily to its demand
existence. What audio people still
cannot figure out, however, is exactly where this point is. Where
distortion could simply be phased
out as if it were nothing. They are
racing now to find out at strictly
what point does, assuming the
average healthy human ear
(unknown to NYC subway rides, of
course), distortion become inaudible, i.e., stride off into history as a
twice-told tale in the lazy snooze's
ear? No one knows.
But one thing is for sure. It really
wouldn't matter. It's more or less
an abstract and scholarly concern.
To feel. and experience the immediacy of passion, not to ponder
cold, unfeeling, methodical
thought, is the joy of music. Comfort is the CD (any make, any
model) already has surpassed that
distortionless point, wherever the
hell it lies.

I

at a confusing junction such as this.
- Stu only burped loudly when he saw
S..te.f......... Kenwood OP·33800 CD Player with 16-bit OfA converters, 2O-track nadom PfOIIUl memory,
her, and she would stare coldly at
dynsmic ranae of 97 decibels, total ........ollk distortioa of 8.oo1OJ•• Retail SI85.
him. This was sure to bring on a
-:.----.;__.:...-_______________________________
bout of elation, but always an
. to:
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7 NIGHTS HOTEL ACCOMMODA TlONS.
WELCOME RUM SWIZZLE AT MOST HOTELS (NASSAU)
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EXCLUSIVE FREE ADMISSION TO THE PALACE. WATERLOO AND
DRUMBEA T CLUB (NASSAU)
ALL HOTELS TAXES, ENERGY SURCHARGE, AND MAID GRATUiTIES,
0'" LOCA TlON PROFESSIONAL TOUR ESCORT!!
THREE HOUR CRUISE WITt-I UNLIMITED RUM PU,"iCH AND ON BOARD
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THREE BEACH PARTIES (ONE WITH FREE LUNCH) MUSIC AND AC
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LIMITED SPACE.'.'

The audio signals from a
in perfect step, without missing a
themselves. But we, as consumers, become more or less an intellectual ecstasy short-lived. He seriously
-wRer~··fhe·fteH~
Rach,mapinofi-rubato., 4r.Ule-mcen- .. beat., -witft-the--origiftal soand.- -The with-the bit th'oftlte ee,- think that bout, ratherlhanone·that ·wmnave·besaA-..t~-woode£.just
diary guitar wails· from 'Bon -Jovi.
any
practical
applications,
save
for'
they
we're.
There
was
never
any sun,
waveforminsid'e the ear,
an is wen in Elysia, We hear a CD
or, in fact, from any source of theoretically at least, is exactly the
and we know much progress had the inevitable commercial rarnifica- but always, always a constant
sound., are really only a specific same as that of the original sound.
been made. For example, in any tions in marketing a flawless pro- I darkness. Under what force their
series of compact air abbreviations At this level; there is no such thing
random set of component specifica- duct with absolutely zero distor-: vessel traversed the pints in space
and rarefactions. The paradigm as high fidelity - it does not exist.
tions, distortion figures are gauged tion. Conjure up that one. If, and time, was beyond mortal comcreated by these surrounding What you hear is the real thing.
in the hundreths, and some even the however, today someone actually prehension.
did make such a thing _ Sony, SanThen, suddenly, land waspressure differences as they occur There's nothing to be faithful to
thousandths, of our percent.
sui,
Signet,
Sota
Industries,
or
sighted.
Naturally, Stu cheered, as
over a period of time corresponds here.
Nevertheless, the academic's
to the "waveform" of the sound.
The trick' is, of course, to turn
challenge is to create an audio com- whoever _ how much real world he was often disposed to do. He had'
I lots of practice before, and months
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - had passed when there was nothing
to cheer about. He would not let
this chance pass him by without a
serious lung purge.
As the tiny boat neared the port,
Stu noticed a young man approach
them. The first thing he noticed,
By JERRY TAN
was how strangely the young man
Stu Nil, who once aspire to
something, as she was often apt to kind of system could produce such regained his power of speech, that
was dressed; the second, was how
become an Egyptologist, now led a
do, but Stu quickly stopped her.
marvelous sound.
he quickly forgave Alighieri and
strikingly handsome he was.
happy life as the executive editor of "Don't say it!"
"Stu Nil? Is that you?"
e1rtbraced him with all his heart.
• "I am Anubito;" he addressed
Stereo magazine. Audiophiles do
"But - "
"No, that doesn't even look like The two caught up on old times,
the
couple. '~I am assistant to the
enjoy the good life, Stu decided.
"No, no! Don't say it! I got my me," Stu thought. He recognized but as the hours grew long, Stu
With an endless credit line extended side over clear and safe! You were the strange man. It was Alighieri,' sensed that theirs was no ordinary Great One."
"What?" Stu asked. He turned
to him for business expenses, the driving in the back seat so it's not . his old boss, back in the days when m e e t i n g . '
new German luxury car was the icmy fault if your side got hit!" Stu he worked at a hi-fi store for
"What did you say?" Alighieri off the stereo, which was just then
ing on the cake. It came complete
felt good not to be a mouse for minimum wage. It was in Alighieri's asked, his gossamer flowing free blasting the instrumental section of
with a $11,032 stereo system built
once, but suddenly, a sharp pain store that Stu served as apprentice and steady. He said something else, Stairway to Heaven. "What did
directly into the car's interior for
jabbed him on his chest. He looked and learned about his trade of but Stu only looked away. He said . you say?"
uYou must be Mr. and Mrs. Stu
maximum performance, which
at himself, taking a lot of time, in stereo. It felt so good to see him it again. "This is a boat. You're on
pleased Stu very much because constant fear of what he suspected again, after all these years. Alighieri a boat."
Nil." The couple nodded. Anubito
has happened. He winced as his left for the country one day, and
"Where are we going?" Stu ask- noticed that the fairer of the two
nothing but the very best ever
satisfied him.
fingers, his whole hand, came up Stu had never seen him since. He ed. There was no answer. He turned had still not recovered her powerof
While driving with his wife one
with a ghastly measure of fresh tried to speak, but no words came around. "I said where are we go- speech. He asked if Stu needed help
blood. HOh, God," was all he from his mouth. His eyes showed ing?" But Alighieri was gone. The I in removing the iron bar strapped
weekend, listening to an esoteric
classic, Stu was ushered into a
would say; but he didn't even do the horror.
cold dank smell of wood rose from firmly over her mouth. "I assu-ne it
that.
"Here, .perhaps this will help." above the soft boards and the must be quite painful." Her eyeslit
world he was not quite prepared
for. He thought, at first, that it had
"Stu?" His wife called.
Alighieri placed his hands over the tempered waters below made their up very brightly. uptease allow me
He had passed out.
iron bar wrapped tightly over Stu's presence .felt. A wind rose and car- to -."but Stu interrupted him.
.to do with the fact that his speakers
delivered a perfectly flat response,
The next thing Stu remembered, mouth and gave a sharp tug. Stu ried the soft music into the black
"Oh, no! You don't understand!.
but soon would he find that his
he was listening to a strange wanted to scream. Again, another night.
At first, I wanted to take it off fot
For weeks Stu and his wife sailed, her, and I'm strong enough to do it
whole perception (of a great many
melody, something nondescript and sharp tug. This time, the' iron bar
long forgotten; much like a tune he started to give way. Again, another even months they could have been by myself, too. But after awhile, all
things) were far from flatly perfect.
had once heard in his childhood. He sharp tug. '
for there was no perception of time. that golden silence sort of grew on
There came a loud buzzing noise,
-"Ow!"
The couple was confined in limbo, me, and I thought, well, how nice it
followed by a deafening crash, as immediately noticed that the; music
the merciless train rammed straight
produced a rich bass with finely tex"Quiet!" siad Alighieri. "You with only a brilliant stereo system is to hear nothing so very loudly!"
into what was once Stu Nil's
tured treble response, over the never did learn to control your basic for company. Yet even surfeit could Stu chirped with .g1ee. His wife .
dentless German luxury car. Amidst
range of 20 to 20,000 Hz. He could impulses, did you?" Alighieri become sickening. The drifted glared at him with poison in her
the rising smoke and musical
tell these things, and was proud to reminded him that his wife was still without purpose in solitude, for the eyes; poison enouP 'te bock: a
resignation of chipped glass, Stu Nil say 'so. -As 'a strange (and yet asleep.
two never talked to one another. dozen men dead. AnubitO, .\lttinil
.
.
and his wife slowly made their way somehow familiar) man approachStu was certain to have resented No, after a lifetime together, there
(Continued on Pige Bl~
'.
out. His wife was about to sayed him, Stu could only wonder what
this, but he was just so glad he had was nothing left to say. Es»ecially
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COME TO OUR PARTY ON THURSDA Y
FEB. 9TH A'T 1:00 PM
IN ROOM 1308 23RD ST.

REFRESHMENTS SERVED.
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MATADOR

(Continued from Page B9)
The It (adjacent to The World em
Avenue C) has become home to the
eclectic yet not quite housebroken.
Still yet another club is supposed to
~en sometime in February or
March (it will be owned by a wellknown disc jockey) but I have been
sworn to secrecy and cannot give
out any more details. Suffice it to
say that the nightclub era in New
York City is back, at least for the
time being... Ten City's new album
on Atlantic will be on the shelves
the first week or so in February.
The first single, "That's The Way
Love Is;" has already been released... Chaka Khan's album of
remixed hits is due out any week
now. Marley Marl of WBLS-FM
has remix chores on uThis Is My
Night," putting him in the company of David Cole and Robert
CliviUes, Frankie Knuckles, Tony
Humphries, and Timmy Regisford
as Warner Bros. lineup of all-star
mixers for this project... The
Jacksons' are due to release a new
album on Epic. The producers forthe project will be Teddy Riley and
Gene Griffin... Eddie Murphy will
test the theory of the dancing
chicken (people will pay to see a
chicken dance on a plate once, but
not necessarily twice) and release
his second solo album, to be produced by Cameo's Larry
Blackmon:.. Quincy Jones will
finally release his first album in
almost eight years, to be named
"Back On The BI~k"•. Rick·
James has a new slammer out, named "Sexual Love Affair. " Of
special interest to the disc jockeys is
the "Promiscuous Dub."

THE
SKY'S

'Tear off

THE

and mail in or call
8CXJ-345-4564 to

LIMIT

(Continued from Page BID)

(Continued from Page 81 I)

The two ingenues, Lucy in TMA
and the model in MATADOR are
about the same age, both in love.
The model lives with her mother,
who manages her career, in a
modem apartment building in the
heart of Madrid. She is wise in the
ways of the world, yet loves the
Matador romantically and genuine. Iy but hopelessly. She loses him not
so IUUch to another woman but to
his obsession' which the other
woman shares. Lucy, protected and
sheltered by her father, lives in a
different world. Much wiser than
the model, Lucy, with patience,
finally gets her sweetheart.
The young man in MATADOR
also lives with ·his mother in the
same apartment building as the
model. He is dominated by his
mother but he does not have the
close attachment to her that George
has to Isabel in TMA. Unlike
George he has made his own decision about what he wants to do,
become a bullfighter. George's only
ambition is to enjoy life.
Most of the scenes in both movies
are interior. In MATADOR we see
the commodious residence of the
Matador in the city surrounded by a
park, the lawyer's hide-away in the
suburbs, the homes of the model
and the young student in the apartment building, the police station
and a backstage scene of a fashion
show. The exteriors are street
scenes. In TMA the interior scenes
are mostly in the mansion with
smaller scenes in the lawyer's office,
Eugene's home, the hospital. One
memorable exterior scene is the
sleigh ride. The Ambersons go for a
ride in the snow, have a mishap and
are rescued by Eugene in his
'horseless carnage.

his gaping mouth, only looked at
Stu. He said nothing.
'''Well, it certainly feels good to.
be back on solid land!" Stu bellowed. The assistant had led them past
the port, into the streets of the city.
"Where are we going?"
"To see the Great One."
"The Great One?" Stu chimed.
"What kind of stereo system does
the Great One have? J'
"You've experienced it already.
On the boat."
"Oh, perfection," Stu thought.
uHe must be a man of impeccable,
taste!"
The assistant led them into the
I wide arches of the court, and into
j the chamber of the Great One. An
~ttendant there struck a gong three
times.
I "How' quaint," Stu thought.
"What's going to happen now?"
"We weight the heart now."
"Weigh the heart?" Stu
squintedvor rather, glanced at the
inside of his eyelids. "Is this some
kind of game?" The assistant said
I nothing. His wife, upon hearing
I this, quickly reached into her
bosom, and came up with a handful. Smiling, she showed them. In
her smooth palm, was a little red
heart, still beating. Stu was struck
dumb. It glowed like an organic
amethyst.
"Wait a minute - "
A chorus in the background
began singing praises to the likes of,
"Oh, here comes the Great One.
All must pay homage to the Great
One. Oh, here comes the .._" The
peculiar thing about it was, Stu had
noticed, the perfect treble response
and rich bass. Holy resonance.
Stu thought. "011. no.,deit¥ worship il ricurso, riverrun ,
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Stu had given up all hope that
somehow this was some practical
joke. The infectious chant was
nearing a crescendo. He reached into his own, bosom and pull ed.
Nothing! He tried again. Once
more, his hand came up with
nothing! "There must be some
mistake' here," Stu thought.
Fighting the desperation, he drove
his hand deeper this time, and felt
all around. Laughing, "It tickles!"
But when the sensation subsided.
his hand was the sole harbinger of
despair. Nothing! "You've got to
help me find it!"
The assistant said nothing.
"Don't just stand there! Help me
find it!" He dug both hands deep
into his chest cavity and pulled until
his fingers showed white. "Get it
out, now!"
The assistant, putting on a pair of
spectacles, and holding a pair of
tweezers, meticulously- labored to
find Stu's heart. His wife witnessed
all this. and simply could not help
but be struck by the humor of it all.
She laughed out loud.
Stu 's eyes darted to her. ••Who
took off her bar!"
"Stop moving!" The assistenr
demanded. during a rare show of

emotion.
"Who took off her bar!"
"I did, dear." She laughed with
all her heart.
"Shut up!"
Finally. the assistant announced
his success. Stu let go of his chest,
and his lungs collapsed inward.
Nearly reeling from the impact,
having his wind knocked out of him
from the internal pressure, Stu
fought with all his might to gather
his strength and stay on his own two
feet. He fell.
••Eat your heart out, Stuart
dear." More laughter.
Straining his eyes to see, Stu
focused his sight on the pair of
tweezers the assistant was holding.
Double vision plagued him. But as
the two images converged into one,
Stu saw his own heart - black and
tarred, as small as a flea, it didn't
even beat, but rather, hopped occasionally, only as it felt like it. Stu
felt like someone had just chucked a
big rock square between his eyes.
The chorus reached a second
crescendo. ,. All must pay homage
to the Great One! Oh, here comes
the Great One!"
Stu slowly turned to face' his
destiny. "This is just great ," he
thought. "This is just great. .. " His
wife was giggling, the assistant was
stone-faced and inscrutable, and
here was the yisionary and omnipotent, all judgmental Great One. Stu
felt a large icy palm slap his back,
but there was no one. He could feel
the fingers, kneading, prodding,
forming, shaping, molding,
sculpting, but there was no one except the sweat there. Flowing
straight towards him now was a
huge man, built like Arnold
Schwarzenegger. Yet where his face
should have been, Stu could only
discern a jackal's head. In his right
hand, he held an ankh; in the other,
a clean, shiny scale.
"PlurabeUe?n Stu whimpered:"
uPfura-?"

to

For a career with
unlimited possibilities.
look to us. We are the Federal
Aviation Administration, and right now
we are looking for Air Traffic Control Specialists.
All you need to apply is 3 years of work experience.
a college degree in any major. or a combination of
experience and some college.

. . _• .r

STU NIL

whatever." He looked at his wife;
she was savoring each sensation of
her newfound toy. Her face was
changed, so drastically changed.
Over the last few months, or years it
even could have been, he had grown
accustomed to her inscrutable expression of silence and submission.
Now, her countenance shone like a
brilliant nova overpowering a
serene moonlit night. All her pentup emotions had been, up until
now, passively submerged; now, all
fell loose as a stick shaking at an
over-ripe tree brings a deluge of
mature fruit. He looked; she smiled
viciously. He shuddered inside, and
no one in the world seemed to
notice. Except her.
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for you in just a few weeks.
It's never been difficult for students to convince
, There's no collateral. No need to prove financial
their parents ofthe need for a Macmtosh" computer
hardship. No application fee.
at school.
Best ofall, the Joan payments can he spread over
Persuading them to write th e check, however, is
as many as 10 years.
another thing altogether.
Which is whyApple created the Student Loan-toOwn Program. An ingenious loan program that makes
buying aMacintosh as easy as using one.
Simply pick up an application at the location
listed below. or-call s(x)-831-LOAN. All your parents
need to do is fill it out, sign it, andsend it. . '.. . iii,. •
If they qualify; they'll receive acheck .'

Which gives you and your parents plenty of time
to decide just who pays for it alto
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IntroducingApple's
Student Loon-to-own Program
Contact Alvssa
J

Microcomputer Lab
155 E. 24th, Room 343
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PUCK YOU I
By MICKEY KRAMER
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I was going to begin my PUCK
YOU! column with my thoughts on
Craig Patrick, the former general
manager of the New York Rangers,
but on the morning of Jan. 10, I
heard the news that Karl Nelson of
the N.Y. Giants suffered a recurrence of Hodgkin's disease. It really
put the world of professional sports
in proper perspective, ana 'put a
damper on my day.
While Nelson goes through months of chemotherapy, and still talks
of returning to play football, I feel
very selfish when my biggest worries
are ... Waiting for a delayed train ...
Spending SO dollars on a biology
book that I'll rarely use... Or perish
the thought, my favorite team

And Other Sport Thoughts

Washington is backing up Rory
Sparrow for the inept Miami Heat.
And he said he'd get a chance to
show his stuff when he left New
Jersey.
His stuff is shown.
The Phil Esposito Fun-Fact,
Too: Capable defenseman, l\!ark
Hardy leads' the Espo All.,.Traded
team. In the span of nine months,
Espo traded for hiri1, senr-hirrrpacking, and then reacquired him. The
hectic rundown: Last Feb. 22, Hardy came to New York from L.A.
for Ron Dugauy, Then over the
summer, he was moved to Minnesota for a draft choice; and lastly
(for now!), Espo got him back early
*****.*.**•••••••••**••••••••**.... ••••••••••*••*......*.*••••••••••*•• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••*..*••••
that Trader Phil has traded for and
then traded away;' all this in only
2 Y2 years. Some of the names include Walt Poddubny,' who leads
the Nordiques in scoring, and Bob
Carpenter and Brian Lawton who
each spent less than three months in
Rangerland before moving on.
Just a thought; the Pro Bowlwith all those rule changes- is the
most boring sporting event of alltime. Why don't they just play
without any tackling?
The Yankees sent Bobby
Meacbem to Texas.
Not exactly the end of an era, is
it?
To "Pearl" Washington fans:

. Craig Patrick, wherever you are:
You took a lot of heat from fans
and management alike for refusal
to pull the trigger, but a great deal
of the team's success, now and ·in
the future, is owed to you and your
patience.
Andy HawidDS and Dave Lapoint
weren't exactly the first two names
that came to mind when the
Yankees said they wanted pitching
help;
Dallas Greell calls Hawkins an
,~ Anchor. "
Of what, the Titanic?
The Phil Esposito Fun-Fact:
There are 12 players in the NHL

1-.,

Loses a BIG game.
IN

He tackled the cancer once...
And won.
He hoped to play ball again...
And did.
Now Nelson must fight again ...
Let's pray.
Nelson is truly a GIANT.
If the Rangers go all the wayand that is a huge if- I would vote
for former general manager, Craig
Patrick as EX-ecutive of the year.
Guy Lafleur notwithstanding, the
nucleus of talented, young players
are all Patrick draft-picks. John
Vanbiesbrouck is one of the finest
netminders in the league. Rookie
sensations, Tony Gratato and Brian
Leetch have limitless futures.
Tomas Sandstrom and James
Patrick are proven stars. And
others, such as Ulf Dahlen and Jan
Erixon make major contributions.
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Ladies' Davin B

h '"

Two straight victories have
pointed the lady roundballers in the
right direction as they begin the second half of their season .
Here is a brief recap of the first
half.
Dec. 3, at New Rochelle- In a
thriller, the ladies pulled au t their
first victory of the season. Maria
Epp was on fire throughout. the
game and finished with a careerhigh, 24 points. Hillary Williams
came alive in the second half when
she scored 14 of her 26 points,
before fouling out with over eight
minutes to play in the game.
The ladies trailed by as much as
seven points in the first hal f before
going on a 17-4 run to end the half.
The half ended with an Epp tenfooter from the right corner. That
shot would be little in comparison
to her late game heroics. The half
ended with Baruch in front 37-31.
Baruch's strong play continued
early in the second half as they gained their- biggest lead at 51-38. The
ladies then began to slump, while
Rochelle started "filling it up." The
game was tied at 57 with under four
. minutes left in the game. Baruch
trailed by one with 28 seconds left
in the see-saw battle.
The final possession: Novella
Lewis and Stephanie Varcados
passed the ball around until five
seconds remained. They were at the
top of the key. There was no one to
pass to. Finally, with the bench
screaming, Epp freed herself with
the help of a Walda Colon pick.

The final shot: Epp put u the
familiar ten footer from the c rner.
The ball went straight up in the
air after hitting the rim. In what
seemed like slow-motion, th ball
came down.... S WISH. Baruch
wins 67-66. Welcome back Maria,
who returned from her one game
throat exile.
Dec. 6, vs. CCNY- The ladies
lost a close one, 48-37. They were in
the game throughout, but couldn't
pull it out against the more talented
team. The game was a huge confidence builder though, because last
year they lost to CCNY by 80
points.
Dec. 9, at Staten Island- This
was a game Baruch should've won.
Thev
- didn't because thev blew a late
lead to lose 57-52. Williams shined
with 31 points.
Dec. IS. vs. Hunter- A
washout. The Stateswornen were
soundly beaten by the score of
61-35.
•
Jan. 12, at· Nyack- In their
toughest defeat of the season, they
were beaten on a buzzer-beater
39-37·
This was
another
"should've" game.
Jan. 14, vs. Hunter- A. small irnprovement , Led by Williams' 18
points. they stayed competitive, but
lost by a 65-44 final.
Jan. 19, at York- An easy win,
The ladies picked up win number
two by trouncing York 52-31. They
grabbed a 29-17 lead at the half and
coasted the rest of the way.
Williams scored 27 points.
Jan. 21, vs. Slaten IslandRevenge is ~ ~we~~. ,T~ .r~~~ ~won..
............... ~ ",
'
~.'..
"
,.,

.,

- Ball

their second ina row 51-45. In a terribly played first half Baruch grabbed a one point lead 18-17. They
committed a whopping 21 turnovers
in the first half. They settled down
in the second half and kept the lead
between five and seven most of the
half. A six point burst with just
under four minutes to play gave the
ladies . their biggest lead of the
game, 43-32.
A couple of three-pointer by S. I.
cut the lead to three with just over a
minute to play. Baruch would nOI
fold. Williams scored four big
points in the final minute to seal the
victory. She finished with 26. Epp
scored 12. The ladies' collective
Achilles heel was their free- throw
shooting, They shot 9-27 from the
charity stripe. To bear the high
quality teams they must improve in
that area.

.

'
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this season for a minor leaguer and
a draft choice.
Did you see the Diet Pepsi Talent
Challenge?
It looked like the "NFL Meets
the Gong Show."
In fact, I'm surprised Mr. Young
of the Rams- wasn't gonged.
Walter Backman was a gamer from
day one. He worked hard to
become an above-average second
baseman, He batted .285, ran hard
every at-bat and helped the Mets
win it all in •86 when he Ygas on base
a/l the time.
He will be missed.
Not enough to keep the Mets
from winning in 1989, but missed
nevertheless .
Willie Randolph was a Yankee
for 13 years; from the glory to the
gory. He played through many injuries and played tough. Since
Bucky Dent, he played with the
revolving-door shortstop; none
displaying even average Major
League talen 1. The potpourri
in.,
eluded such memorable names as
Meachem, Velarde, Robertson,
Fischlin and even an over-the-hill,
Ivan Dejesus. Yet, Willie still performed with skill and grace.
On the field, Steve Sax is faster.
more durable and an equal with the
stick, but can't come close to handling the leather with the smoothness
of Captain Willie.
As a business decision, it was'
probably a good move, mainly due
to Sax's age, but. ..
Willie, the Dodger.
It just doesn't sound right.
Good luck to Willie and Wally;
.And .greatIuck. to Karl. Nelson.
,
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Williams is second in the CUNY
Conference with 17.3 PPG. Epp is
also in the top twenty with seven
points a game.
They are also one and five
respectfully in rebounding, with
averages of 15.3 and 7 J boards per
game.
- Williams is also second in steals
with an avg. of 5.3 a game.
On another note, Varcados has
been a hot shot from three-point
range. She has connected on 7 of 13
attempts from downtown.
Against York, Williams recorded
the first triple-double in Baruch
history. She recorded 16 steals. 27
poi'1ts ~an~ grabbed 12 rebounds.
. "

..---
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UPCOMING Horne Games

Men's Basketball
Feb. 6, \'5. York 7:30 PM
Feb. 9, vs. John Jay 7:30 PM

Women's Basketball
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

31, vs. Marymount 6 PM
6, vs. York 5:30 PM
8, vs. Southampton 7:30 PM
9, vs. John Jay 6 PM

Bowling
Every Sunday at 1 PM

Men's Fencing
Feb. 13, vs Yeshiva 7 PM

Women's Fencing
Feb. 1, vs Stevens Tech 5 PM

LEND

YOUR
SUPPORT
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B)' STEVEN SCHEER

Greaves has been the team's most
consistent player and one of the
most explosive players in the CUNY
Conference. He is averaging over 20
points, five rebounds and S'D<KC
than tUi~ .~o 8 ga'"me. Those
numbers led him to be named Cuny
Athlete' of the Week in early
January. Greaves' solid play has led
his team to a record of 8-7 (4-4 in
the Conference). It is a drastic improvement over last year's 9-18
record.
Team captain Randy Gurin enjoys playing with Greaves. He says,
"He is a great player and a team
leader. last season he came in and

contributed right away. He's very
consistent ... ' ,.
Coach Ray Rankis also has high
praise for his second year standout.
"When he first came to the program, he was just getting his feet
wet as a student, a man and a
basketball player. Greaves shows
qualities that you want to lead your
team and school. _He shows good
leadership qualities on and off the
court and is a pleasure to coach.
Since last season, he worked on his
shot and improved from being decent defensively to an aboveaverage defensive player-but he
still haaroorn fOT im.provement."
Greaves comments, UI fell proud
and happy, but I also feel that the
team has helped me a lot. "
Incidentally, Greaves picked the
Bengals As you can see, Greaves plays
better than he picks Super Bowl
winners.
Here is our first honoree for the
new year.
It wouldn't surprise me if we see
more and more of Greaves on these
pages in 1989, 1990 and 1991.

*******.********************
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\Vhile all of us were all enjoying
our long vacation; either in Florida,
Europe, or even couch potatoing in
New York, the Baruch athletes were
still working hard and competing
through [he month of January.
So, for the Month of January,
our Athlete - of the Month is ...
Tyrone Greaves, of our exciting
basketball team.
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Notice the wrinkled brow!

Men Ride

See ._of the game, but battled back late in
the game to the score at 81-81 as
The Baruch men '5 basketball Gurin hit a rebound basket with :02
team ended 1988 with a 6-5 record left to force overtime. In overtime,
0-2 in CUNY). Their good start the statesmen took control, holding
was important because Baruch was John Jay scoreless for the first 4
now heading into a long stretch minutes of or with a smothering
against conference teams. 1989 defense. Final score; Baruch 89
began with five of six games against John Jay 86.
CUNY rivals.
Baruch got a breather from conOn Jan. 7, Baruch played at ference play when they visited Pratt
City College. Four weeks earlier Institute on Jan. 12. Pratt was not
CCNY took a major beating from much of a challenge but Baruch onBaruch at Xavier High School. This ly led 41-33 at halftime. Rankis gave
time playing before their- home an inspiring pep talk at halftime
crowd, CCNY looked to avenge the and Baruch came out firing and
stretched their lead to 28 behind the
loss.
Ticker's Athlete of the Month,
The statemen were on fire in the
Tyrone Greaves' game high 27
first half hitting almost all of their
points. Baruch won 87-66. Rankis
shots. They went up by as many as
was happy with his team's perfor18 points, but led by only 11 at half
mance. "Everyone played and contime.
tributed to the victory and there was
Baruch relaxed and CCNY took no let down in performance by
advantage of- the situation; anyone. "
dominating the 2nd half coming
Two days later, Baruc~ played
back from 10 points down with 6;00 their fourth road game in a row at
left to win 87-80. In those last six Hunter College. In December, the
minutes, Baruch scored only 4 statesmen upset Hunter at home
points. Coach Ray Rankis was not behind Greaves' 29 points. This
pleased with the ending. -"In the time Baruch couldn't get it going as
beginning we wouldn't miss, but Greaves finished with only five
couldn't hit a shot or free throw· points. Baruch wasn't able to
down the stretch. Our biggest pro- penetrate Hunter's unagressive 3-2
blem was our bad free throw zone defense taking as much as 3S
shooting and inconsistent offense." seconds to get a shot off. For the
Randy Gurin summed up the game game Baruch shot 31070 from the
as such, "we thought the game was floor and almost as bad at the chariwon, so we relaxed and then lost ty stripe. The statesmen also comour composure."
mitted 2S turnovers. On the game,
Next up for Baruch was another Rankis commented, "They totally
road game at John Jay College on took us out of our offense."
Jan. 10. Baruch was down for most Tyrone Greaves, who Hunter keyed
B)' STEVEN SCHEER
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on all game said, "We didn't come
to play." Final Score: Hunter 70
Baruch 50.
On Jan. 19, Baruch played at
York College. Baruch raced to a
quick 8-0 lead, but fell behind
12-11, Baruch went up 43-27 at
halftime and widened their lead to
twenty-one points early in the second half. Baruch's poor free throw
shooting continued as they shot
4-12 in the second half. York cut
Baruch 's lead to six points but the
Statesmen held on for a 71-63 victory. Randy Gurin led Baruch with
20 points,
On Jan. 21, Baruch returned to
the friendly confines of Xavier
High School against undefeated
College of Staten Island (CSJ). CSI
started off fast taking an early 20-7
lead. They then stretched the lead
to 21 points later in the first half.
Baruch cut it to 55-41 at halftime.
The Statesmen then cut it to 59-SO
early in the second half, but that
was as close as Baruch would come.
CSI opened up and won 114-93.
Greaves led Baruch with 26 points.
Greaves had 20 in the fim half.
Sandy Varellas contributed 16
points. Ceeillo Freeman had a
career high nine assists.
Baruch's record is 9-8 overall, S-S
in the CUNY Conference, good for
fourth place, behind CSI, Lehman
and CCNY.
Baruch has made a remarkable
improvement over last season,
already equaling their win total with
nine, and with ten more regular
season games to play, they're sure
to break: it.
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